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Local News

Special awards

Jr. tennis tourney

MCCH public relations staff
honored for their work

Hogancamp wins girls
16s title in Hoptown

See page 2

Nuclear medicine
Communicating effectiveness
and capabilities reviewed

See page 8

See page 2
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Mostly melons

Calloway
registration
announced

Hickman industry cited by PADD
The Purchase Area Development District (PADD) has an.
flounced that a press conference is scheduled for today at Signi
Carbon Corporation in Hickman.
Sign, a German-based firm, will be the featured industry at
this- year's Industry Appreciation Banquet, it was reported in a
published release. The banquet is conducted each year by the
PADD Industrial Development Task Force and the eight-county
Chambers of Commerce to honor Purchase Area manufacturers.
Representatives of Sign's management were slated to be on
hand today at the press conference.
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She's 90, and still climbing
LOMA LINDA, Calif.(AP) — At 90, Hulda Crooks is preparing
for her 23rd climb up 14,494-foot Mt. Whitney, the tallest peak in
the continental United States.
Mrs. Crooks has been scaling Mt. Whitney almost every year
since she was 66. She said she hopes to make at least three more
climbs so she can lay claim to 25 ascents.
"I feel just fine, and I'm really looking forward to it," Mrs.
Crooks said in a telephone interview Monday. "I think I can do
it.
She and seven other climbers will begin their journey on
Sunday.
Mrs. Crooks, on the advice of David C. Nieman, assistant professor of exercise physiology and nutrition at Loma Linda
Univecsity, slimmed down to 119 pounds for the climb.
Mrs. Crooks has scaled 97 Southern California mountains since
her-early 40s. She said her late'husband. Dr:Samuel A. Crooks,
urged her- to begin climbing when poor health and a bout with
pneumonia left her feeling tired.
To keep in shape, Mrs. Crooks walks up stairs and hills near
her home in Loma Linda, 60 miles east of Los Angeles.
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14.4SHINGTON Navy Secretary John F. Lehman. in a move
that is raising eyebrows in the service and in Congress. is having
the chief of naval operations begin designing a tall ship that the
Navy can claim as its own. Lehman, in a one-page memo dated
July 16 and obtained by The Associated Press, concludes the
Navy needs a large, square-rigged sailing ship for training, to
augment recruiting programs and to serve as "a public symbol of
the traditions and heritage of our naval service to enhance our
relations with the American people."
MANILA.Philippines — A government minister said he Met today with two rebel negotiators to begin talks aimed at ending
a
17-year communist insurgency in the Philippines.
WASHINGTON — In an effort to encourage defense contractors to voluntarily disclose wrong-doing, the Pentagon suggests
that doing so may help the companies avoid being denied future
Defense Department contracts.
WASHINGTON — A bill authorizing a 2 percent increase in
disability benefits to 2.3 million veterans mgved through the
House on a voice vote and was sent to the Senate.
WASHINGTON — Secretary of State George P. Shultz said
Monday the Soviets "must be chortling and scratching their
heads" about President Reagan's decision to subsidize wheat
sales to the Soviet Upton, a published report said.
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Cecil Ross, a Bridgeton, Mo., native, stacks cantaloupes
in his truck on Chestnut Street. Ross and sister .
• May Ford, Murray, have been distributing the.Misso
uri melons locally for four years.
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Campaign seeks $1 million

Associated Pres.

• GENEVA — OPEC countries reach unanimous agreement on
an Iranian plan for a temporary cutback in production to boost
sagging oil prices. The plan calls for a return to OPEC production
levels of October 1984, with the exception of Iraq.
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Elsewhere...
LONDON — Six Commonwealth countries agree on harsh
sanctions against South Africa but Britain says it alone will introduce
a lesser package.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — Convinced that economic
sanctions are inevitable, businessmen and bureaucrats here
are
devising strategies to soften the impact.
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Vietnam memorial drive underway
FRANKFORT. Ky. API
A
campaign to raise SI million in
—.donations

for a memorial to
Kentucky Vietnam veterans.
and to "heal a lot of old wounds
of that war.•' offlly began
today-.
The memorial. which - the
General Assembly dt•cided

should he built on state property
in Frankfort. would -honor service in difficult circumstances."
Ronald Ray. chairman of the
Kentucky

Vietnam
Veterans
Memorial Fund Inc.. said at a
news conference in the Capitol.

Itay, a Louis% illo, attorney whi.
was a Ntarme captain in Viet,
narn.
tiil the war was dout4
thificult because of widespread
opposition in the t rifted States
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Scalia hearings could be sidetracked
WASHINGTON I Al' I —
Senate confirmation he
on
the Supreme Court nominatiton
of Antonin Scalia 1(011(1 lie
sidetracked briefly by an
access-to-intormation battle
over %Villiani 11
Itehuquist's
nomination as Oiled. justict.
Scalia. it fetit,ral appeals court
judge here. was. appearing
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Today's highlight in history: On Aug. 5. 1864, during the Civil
War, Union Adm. David G. Farragut is said to have given his
famous order."Damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead!" as he led
his fleet against Mobile Bay, Alabama. The Union forces disabled
the Confederate ship Tennessee and secured the bay.
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I ".S.-Soviet relations could be ,,ri
it& upswing again as thc I‘‘.)
sides set a September nieet:r....:
to plan the agenda for a Reagai.,
Gm-hat:he% summit by year 's
end
The schedillnig tot a visit hcre
by Eduard A. Shevardnatil.e. the
Sm-iet foreign nutilstert Sept_

Forecast
Tonight: .Partly cloudy.
LoW in thr mid 60s. Light
wind.
Wednesday: Mostly cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
thunderstorms.

received their :home -delivered
copy of The Murray Ladipar &
F:%tended Forecast
Times by 5:30 p rr Mond°,
The extended forecast for
ridoy or by 3:30 p m Saturday
Thursday through Saturday
are urged to c glf 733-1916 bet
calls for a chance of scatterea
ween
and 6
_
_eaeh j
NIOn'day 'Through -Friday, • or ..,.thunder'!1_9Ir4aa.
3:30 p.m. and 4 -p.m. Saturdays. OffIc• Hours — S p.m.•3
LAKE LEVELs.
p.m. Monday thru Friday. II
Kentucky Lake
357.4
am..12 p.m. Saturday.
Barkley Lake
357.3
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Mtnitlay. the Soviets have not set
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•
In fact. G.1111bachey lias not

reiterated his intention to ha‘e a ..
‘Vashington summit this ycar
since he agreed to lifst; and n."7
met.ting
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This is the 18th year for the innual Shriner% Golf. Tournament and the 18th year that Carroll
olkinvagontAudi-Mazda has donated a car for the tourney's hole-in-one contest. Tommy Carroll.center. and Ed Carroll, right, showed the car they are donating to the event to Shriner Tommy Sanders.
left. Mon(ht . The Shriner% Golf Tournament runs Aug. 9-10 at the Murray Country Club. For more in•
formation on the tourney. contact Sanders at 753-7550 after 9 p.m.
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NICCH's public relations people who handle its publications admire one of the major awards recently won at the annual meeting
of the Kentucky Society for Hospital Public Relations in
Louisville. Kathy Hodge, center, the director, holds the firstplace award won by "The Pulsator." Looking on are Wanda Culp,
left, and M.C. Garrott, both PR assistants. The hospital's monthly,4ull-page ad, "Health Matters," also won the first-place
award in its category, while its general, full-color brochure
received a Certificate of Merit.
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MCCH's Public Relations
Department recently received
three major awards at the annual meeting of the Kentucky
Society for Hospital ['labile Relations in Louisville.
"The Pulsator." the hospital's
monthly employee publication.
won first place in its division,
while the facility's full-page ad.
"Health Matters." which appears monthly in The Murray
Ledger & Times also won first
place in its division in black and
white printed advertising.
The third award was a Certificate of Merit for its general.
full olr
informational

1 ietnani..•
(l'ont'd from page 11
have to decide whether the
meinorial included some display
of the names of the 1,058 Kentuckians killed or missing in

Two arrested,
jailed Monday
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•I'v,-0 turn. c har....,•11 in separate
idents. were arrested and
takeil._ to Calloway County Jail
'Monday by Calloway County
Slierm's officers._
lttl Erw in. IA hose address was
listed as
I Hazel. was picked
up Jr.'iii Clarksville. Tenn..
atithoril les returned here where
he will tat e charges of knowingly receiving stolen property.
His him(' was set at $2.500.
Al," Monday, Gary Keith
Hutt, t•. RI I. Farmington. was
lodged in the local jail on a
charge • lit second degree
forgery His bond of $500 was
P1 sted this morning and he was
released pending a district court
al,lwaralwe--Aug• 11 .

brochure, which was entered in
the organization's publicationsexternals-brochures/booklets
competition.
Kathy i Mrs. Bud) Hodge is
director of publications at
MCCH. and also serves on the
board of directors of the statewide hospital public relations
organization, of which 105 Kentucky hospitals are members.
Assisting her in the preparation and dissemination of the
hosptial's printed materials are
Mrs. Wanda Culp. Benton. and
M.C. Garrott. retired director of
public information at Murray
State University.

VietTiam. But.'he Said, "that's a
preference that's been expressed".by organizers of the project.
Wellman said-.the organizers
hoped to have the memorial
completed in time for dedication
Nov. 11 — Veterans Day — in
1987.
State Treasurer Frances
Jones Mills announced June 30
that she was having broukfit to
Kentucky a half-scale replica of
the Vietnam Memorial in
Washington, D.C. The replica is
on tour around the country.
Wellthan *said Mills', announcement "has nothing to do
with us and we were know
knowledgable of (her'
actiVities.'•
He. said the project also is
separate from restoration of the
monument in the Frankfort
Cemetery to Kentucky veterans
of all wars. The 1986 General

"ln the _growing arsenal of
high-tech diagnostic procedures, nuclear medicine plays
an essential role," explains
Terry Tatlock. Chief Radiology
Technologist at Murray Calloway County Hospital. "A
major goal of National Nuclear
Medicine Week, July 27 through
Aug. 2. is to communicate the
capabilities and costeffectiveness of nuclear
medicine beyond the reaim of a
few thousand highly trained
specialists.
— Applications include a
widening range of abnormalities. from bone disorders to
Alzheimer's disease, heart attacks and cancer." he continues.
"In addition, nuclear medicine
equipment is inexpensive
enough to fit the budgets of even
small community medical
facilities...a crucial factor at a
time when federal cost controls
demand cost-effective
What is Nuclear Medicine?
As with x-rays. computerized
tomography CT), ultrasound.
or magnetic resonance imaging.
nuclear medicine provides an inside view of the living body
without surgery, said Tim Thurmond. ICNMT) nuclear
medicine technologist. Assisting
Thurmond at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital is PattiVook. a
radiologic technologist.
Nuclear medicine also is
referred to as nuclear imaging,
and it serves a very different
purpose from other methods of
radiology.
"X-ray based systems. such
*as CT, enable the physician to
see anatomical structures such
as tissue and bone. Nuclear imaging's specialty lies in finding
abnormalities in an organ or in
the blood system that nourishes
it." he ,said.
In nuclear imaging, the physician injects a radiopharmaceutical la radioactive drug
or agent that emits gamma rays
and is attracted to the organ of
interest) into the patient's blood
stream.
Then a nuclear camera takes
a time expo:
-tie photograph of

Nuclear Medicine Technologist, Tim Thurmond, explains the
difference between nuclear medicine and conventional x-rays
before he begins taking the time•exposure photographs with the
nuclear camera which rotates to the desired position. Nuclear
medicine is only one facet of the radiology department at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
the agent as it enters the organ. the technology and pharAs in CT scanning, a com- maceuticals are currently
puterized system with a rotating available to small community
camera can take pictures from
hospitals, which makes it possiseveral dangles and reconstruct ble to perform valuable exams
very precise images.
for a large number of patients at
Thurmond explained. a reasonable cost," said Dr.
"Nuclear imaging requires a Collier.
relatively small dose of shortNuclear medicine researchers
lived radiation, so physicians often credit high-quality scannoften opt for it when a patient's ing equipment as an important
response to treatment must be asset, but emphasize that more
monitored over time."
sensitive equipment will be
Typical nuclear studies in- needed to meet tough chalLenges
vestigate circulatory problems at the frontier of nuclear
and heart disease, pin-point research.
gastro-intestinal bleeding,
"Overall, nuclear medicine
diagnose cancer, detect kidney
promises a host of challenges
malfunction, and view abnorover the next few years." commalities in veins, tissues and
As.
organs.
mented Stuart Poston. hospital
administrator. "New
Joint pain and other bone
developments have already
studies comprise about onegarnered increased attention in
third of all nuclear medicine exclinical, media, corporate and
ams, according to Dr. B. David
goverffnent1S1Theres as the NaCollier of the Medical College of
tional Nuclear Medicine Week
Wisconsin In Milwaukee. He also
effort 'attests. We are proud of
anticipates new applications in
sl(eletal cancer and' low back 'the personnel that work in this
*pain.
field of radiology at MurrayCalloway County Hospital
"The beauty of the exam is tat

Governor tells plans to boost crafts sales
Citing the importanc,.• of the
Kentucky crafts -industry -to the
state's overall economy. lov.
Martha Layne Collins ill1/101111Ced
a foU - pni 11 t pia Ii to
strengthen and expand crafts
sales both within the state and
nationwide,
ln her announcement. Collins
said a recent Appalachian
Regional Commission stuily concluded that while Kentucky
craft sales now total tin in' than
$20 million annually. strong
government support could double that figure_

'A low -interest loan program
for small crafts businesses and a
lie',', rinintil to oversee all state
arts pri)grainS will help accomplish this goal, the governor
added.
"Kent ucky era fts are an important part of our state•s unique culture:: Collins said.
'They also make a significant
and rapidly increasing contribution to economic development.
Craftsmanship is a valuable
tradition in Kentucky. We intend
to build that tradition into a
strong and broadbased industry

Assembly appropriated funds
for that restoration, which will
include N'ietnam on the monument's list of wars.

*BAC TO SCHOOL

You'll Find What
You Need...

*Clothing 'Bus Schedules
'School Supplies 'Shoes
And Much More In
The Murray Ledger & Times
Annual Back To School
Section Friday, August 8!

Flanked by several Kentucky craftspeople, Gov. Martha Layne
Collins announces her four-point plan to strengthen and expand
crafts sales both within the state and nationwide. Collins' plan includes a low-interest loan program for small crafts businesses
and a new seven-member council to oversee state arts programs.
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Nuclear medicine gains recognition

The Mon ,ty Calloway County
Jaycees ha‘e been honored by
the %Vest Kentucky Region of
Jaycees as the outstanding local
chapter for the first quarter of
the organization's fiscal year.
The local Jaycees received the
award for their hard work on
community projects such as the
urra y Calloway Colin t y
Jaycees Fair and individual
leadership programs like the
Kentucky Youth Seminar
The Murray Calloway County
.laycees also received the first
quarter growth award for ad
ding five new members in Inn,.
and July
The lot al chapter presented
ItS
recent ly
to Karen
Belk her and Mark W4richester
tor lint In.'- the r rin 1 11.4444-44t-444-agood start this year._
Any Vi L111 man Or'woman who
might he interested in becoming
a Jaycee may attend any local
ineetin,.: every Tuesday night at
7 p n
it the .1 a ycec

local chapter

d‘A•rom

TI ESD AI , Al GI ST 5, limo

Jaycees win
award as top
chapter in
this region
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through a crafts action plan."
At a Capitol press conference
Collins said the seven-member
Governor's Crafts Council will
coordinate the crafts.related activities of all slate agencies and
will plan' and implement the
crafts action program. An artscraft manager would be hired to
work With the coiled in overseeing the program.
Kentucky craftspeople will be
eligible for low-interest loans
and a crafts business specialist
will provide them with other
financial counseling.
A Crafts Business Development Program will be administered through the Commerce Cabinet and Collins is
asking the Kentucky Develop.
ment Finance Authority to set
aside 5500,000 for loans during
1986-87.
Arts Commissioner Cr-it
Luallen said the money would
help craftspeople who have difficulty obtaining loans because
commerical banks are .often
reluctant to help finance such
ventures.
''This 5500.000 will help us help
many craftspeople?. especially
those just beginning to get their
business off tht• ground,"
Luallen said.
Also on he drawing board are
plans for a brochure advertising
Kentucky "rafts, giving the locations of crafts shops and promoting their state attractions.
All state parl gift shops will
set up a showcase section for
Kentucky crafts. Special
displays of Bluegrass handiwork
will be installed at all the
renovated Welcome Centers
throughout the state.
But the overall marketing effort won't be confined to Kentucky's borders, Collins noted.
"Last year the Kentucky
crafts marketing program took
on a new direction when we
entered the national wholesale
marketplace." she said. "Kentucky was the largest single exhibitor at the Nev.* York Gift
Show, and in August we will attend that • show for the fourth
time. Also in - August. we will
enter the West Coast market f- or
the first time when we attend a
major Show in San Fransico."
Members of the Governor's
Crafts Council. include: Commerce Secretary Carroll KniceIv
. • •• Tourism Secretary Wendall
Combs: Parks Commissioner
June Hudson: Arts Commis-,
Trevathan, chairman wof the
Kentucky Arts Council: Mary
Shrands. president of the Kentucky Art and Craft Foundation
and Mike Imes. president of the
Kentucky Guild of Artists and
Craftsmen.
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 5, 1986

PERSPECTIVE

It is bizarre that the United
States is sending troops,
radar, helicopter gunships
and other armament into the
Bolivian jungle to arrest and
perhaps shoot Bolivians dealing in cocaine. The problem,
as everyone knows, is not the
drug industry in Boliva; it is
illegal drug use by American
citizens in cities all across the
United States.
It is so bizarre that it
makes you wonder whether
an attack on the drug traffic
is the real motivation. Maybe
the real target is not Bolvia
but rather Nicaragua.

Published reports say the
U.S. intends to spend $400
million to put a line of radar
planes and dirigibles across
the northern part of South
America to detect drug smugglers. However, the same
radar line could detect movements of arms and rebel activities in Central America,
where President Reagan has
said he intends to make Nicaragua cry "Uncle."
Critics of U.S. aid to the
Contras in Nicaragua have
said all along that the Contras can't beat the Sandinistas all by themselves. Maybe
they won't have to.

Letter To The Editor

Woman's Club thanks all
who helped with pageant

By M.C. Garrott

Fancy Farm Picnic is one big fun day;
that is, if you are a people person"
Until four years ago. I had
never been to a Fancy 1..'arm picnic,:dna aigh I grew up within 10
miles of it. I've now been to four
in a row. The t;ood Lord willing.
I'll make it five next yeac.
It's fun. That's Where- the West
Kentucky action is MI the first
Saturday in August, and has
been fol. the past um; years. If
you are a 'people person' — if
you enjoy people — you enjoy
the picnic.
I'm sorry now that I didn't go
at every opportunity. To think I
could have heard anti maybe
••
sof
the past as Albert Barkley. Earle
Clements. Noble Gregory. Keen
Johnson and others now gone.
Happy Chandler. Harry Lee
Waterfield, Bert Combs and Ned
Breathitt are some others who
were Fancy Farm regulars and
whom I missed.
Too, you see so many people
you know, and every one seems
to be having it good time. One
thing I've repeatedly noticed —
I've never seen anyone even
slightly intoxicated or rowdy.
.I've never seen so much as a
beer can or bottle at the picnic,
and that's commendable.
They say the crowd this year
was the biggest in the picnic's
history. although a big percentagt. of it was politicians and
their tet.-shif•ted, plat:ardwaY-ing supporters who came

from all over the >tate.
to me and introduced himself as
• • •
Bill Night
He was a Louisville
With not much going on at our
Courier-Journal photographer.
somewhat earlv arrival at the.
He had worked at the Paducah
picnic Saturday. Leroy Eldridge
Sun with a mutual friend,
and I walked down the little hill
Johnny Miller, now the public into the shed-covered 300 feet of
formation director at Barnes
barbet•tie pits.
Hospital in St. Louis and where
Three fellows were there
he routinely handles press conkeeping the. barbeque Warm. It
ferences. on. heart transplants
had been cooked by a crew that
and other mind -boggling
started at
a m. Friday and
procedures.
finished at a.m. the day of the
Johnny at one time worked
picnic — a 22-ho4r shift.
with Dwain McIntosh and me at
The three were' Richard
Murray State. .
Hayden. a good, old. Fancy
• • •.
Farm name_ and Jerry Erwin
.
The picnic was just another
and his son. Bill. It was
Richard's fifth year on the job, stop in a busy day for Governor
Collins. She had been on the road
and the sixth for .Jerry. who is
since 7 a.m., our time. .
kin to Hamp and the other ErFirst, she saw the 1 1 2-milewins in Calloway County,
Bill, a big husky boy, plays long "hay train" leave Lexington with its 112 carloads of
guard on the Mayfield football
Kentucky hay for North
team. It was he, who compiled
Carolina's' drought-stricken
and sent in the data that resulted
farmers.
in the picnic being listed in( wn
Book of Records as the
There was some thought about
world's largest picnic.
her flying down there and riding
Barbecued for Saturday's the
last 20 or so miles into
bash were 14,000 pounds of meat
Charlotte on the train, but
— 50-50 pork and mutton.
Agriculture Commissioner Dave
Hickory slabs were burned in
Boswell is going to do that.
fires nearby and the glowing
From Lexington, the governor
coals kept shoveled beneath the flew
-to Paducah for a meeting of
meat through doors in the sides the
Tennessee -Tombigbee
of the concrete block pits.
Waterway Committee, of which
• • •
She is chairman, and then on by
At one point, a lanky young automo
bile to the picnic.
fellow with a couple of Cameras
At her elbow as she, moved
hanging from his neck came up throug
h the crowd was her ever:

To the Editor.
Bootle's Lallhdry k Cleaners,
We wish to express our thanks
Brenda's Beauty Salon, Cain's
to each one who had a part in
AMC Jeep. Carroll Tire Service,
any way in the M tirrayCherry Branch. Clinic l'harCalloway County Jaycee Fair
macy. Deep Tan Suntanning
Queen Contest tin July 7. A
Studio, Dees Bank of Hazel.
special thanks to the Jaycees for
Donut Shack. Dwain Taylor
allowing us to sponsor this (nnChevrolet. English Sole. Fain Intest each year_
surance t‘i• Smoke Shoppe. FootProceeds Inan.the contest will
prints. For Baby and Me. 14 Kt
go towiml the S5.000 the Nlurray
Solid Gold Jewelers. Gar•land
%VomitWs Club has agreed to
Used-Cars.(1ent.-&..1o•s Flowers.
donate toward- -the erectitm of -- 'Golden Corral SteakboUse.
moo •
the new atrium at Murray 4 •
Grow--ers. roost. Leaf Floor,
4
• "
%
.Calloway County Hospital
Hamlet North & The A'illage
A• special thanks goes to each
Rentals.
of the girls who participated in
Holton. Melugin & Haverstock
the contest
to .1. William
Insurance Agency: Homeplace
• Phillips as master of
Family Restaurant.
ceremonies: to Joseph N.
Hopkinsville Federal Savings
Jackson for music:
and Loan, Interstate Battery,
Lyndia
Cochran Dance & Gymnastics
Jack Wallis Doors. Jerry's
Studio for entertainment : to
Restaurant , .1.H. Churchill
Betsey Hudson and Jack and
Funeral Home..lint Adams It:A.
Martha Simpson. judges: .John
J&S Oil. Kopperud Realty. Nut
Evils. Allen [knights. Chris
& Kurt. La Diamondnique, Mcl'adget and Mark West, escorts:
Connell Insurance,
and to Radio Stations WSJ P and
McKeel Egipment Company..
WNBS and the Murray 1.eri,ger
Miller-Churchill Funeral Home.
Tiine,c for the publicity_
Nir. Gatti's, Movie World, MurAlso we express our thanks to
ray Auto Parts. Murray Beauty
the following businesses who
Murt•ity Cablevision.
helped in special ways:
Murray Florist. Murray Home &
Allison photography.
Artcraft
Auto. Murray Insurance AgenPhotography. Bright•s.
cy. Murray Ledger & Times.
Buckingham -Ray LTD.. CornMUITaYI.timber Company. MurAustin. Fonda Grogan. Golden
ray Memorial Gardens. Murray
Corral Steakhouse, Happiness
Nissan.
Phice. Headlines. Mademoiselle
Murray Plaza Court. Murray
Shop. Merle Norman Cosmetics.
Sewing Center, Mut•ray
Seven Seas Restaurant. The
Wholesale Tire Service. Ne%1/4
Place, Hof f man's Nursery,
Hong Kong Restaurant. Overby
Jones I.andscapi fig it n d
Honda. Owen's Food Market.
Nursery, and Pier 1 Imports.
Pagliai's Pizza. Parker's Food
A special thanks to the follpw.
Nlarket. l'eoples Bank. Pier 1
rag who were sponsttrs for the
lm.ports. Pittman's Tires.
contest :
Wheels and Accessories,
Bank of Murray, Belcher Oil
Pocket's Convenience Store.
Conmany. Big John's Super
l'ordom Motors Inc.. l'urdom.
Store. Blalock -Coleman F.'uneral
Thurman & McNutt Insurance.
Ten years a VI
'In elite ear.a rfr.
Ray Broach Insurance, Roy•s
. 119111e• Mut' l'oor AntRita-s•
Barry Lee limes. 21. died in a
Board ot Education
Pharmacy. Rudolph. G9odyear.
tractor accident on Collins
has completed its start tor
Sammons' Bakery. Seafood ExRoad. 3.7 miles south ot Murray.
tactio;7 school ycor hit haled ore
press. Serval] Termite & Pest
yesterday at 6:15 p.m.. accorFred Schultz. superintendent.
Control. Seven Seas Restaurant
ding to Kentucky State Trooper
19ge, 11eN•ught Svnd Inc
Preston Holland. assistant
Sirloin Stockade.
Charles Stephenson+
s ft pe rintendent: Eula \lat.
Steele &. Allbritten. S'torey's
1 tokerty. general supervisor:
Kimberly Johnson __and Bully:
Food Giant. The Shoe Trec.
Pretitlue- I. Lassiter. director of
Stokes
won
tuitiona
l titles and
Thurman's Furniture. Town &
Pers"mit'l
MarY I tOuise
trophies at America's Youth on
Country Shop. Town & Country
itorker, 111111chrocioni
Parade
Contes
held
t
last week at
Yamaha, Tucker TV Sales &
Ittitli LaSSIler. litlatluto officer.
Notre Dame rniversity. South
Service. Twin Lakes Office Ptir
Ntrs. Novella Chamber, has
lit•nd.
IruI
ducts. U-Tote-Em Market • at
returned home after a 0. isit It ill)
Hazel. and NVestent I /ark Toba t
New Murray City Planner
her (taught r. NI rs
La rry
co Growers Association.
Stephen H. Zea began his duties
I itiltois and ta min- to LeitY:enThis is • a continuing project
at Murray City .Hall on .-tug. 2.
IY milt. Kan
each year of the WOhliill'S Club.
a- 'civic club of Murray and
Calloway County with over 3:io
members. It is with the coopera
lion of the Jaycees and thc
various businesses that this con
tinues to be one of the highlight,
of the opening of tilt. Murray
Calloway County Jaycee Fair.
Sincerely yours,
Fityt. McConnt•II,
SEN ATOR W EN DELI. FORD
Fair Queen Chit 11111:1/1.
Mitrroli° 1‘0111:ill's Club
( • Sersalr. V12%010n9ion.
r

•
•
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present State Pokce security
man. A It. Long. her senior administrative assistant. Polly
Vicars and another assistant,
Henrietta Crume Henrietta was
with Gov Collins when she
spoke to the Murray Rotary club
on .July 10.
After speaking briefly to start
the three and half hours ta
political speeches. she discreet
ly left for a couple more scheduled -stops before finally being
able to kick off her shoe, boo k at
the Governor's Mansion in
rank fort
• • •
By tht time the speaking
started. E.B. Howton. Bill
Cherry and Leroy had
miraculously found t,hr4-e lawn
chairs under one of the tour big
efak trees bordering the
'-'amphitheater "
They c o ti 1 d
4)ii.t.
amplifiers on those tree!, 1 (tit
can't hear a wot d ,poket1 rron,
the platform wit there
of the background crowd noise
The only amplifit•r,
are two not-too-large ones ;lank
ing the speakers • stand.
Anyway. Mr flowton. riot toting able to hear what W.1S
on. asked. —Is anyone speaking
yet?"
'No.'. replied ottottriittortt• sto
ding in front of him • Its Just
the Father praying...
• • •
Supporters of the carli-iidates,
who were heakuartered
about every type of recreational
vehicle imaginable. hiinded out
all sorts of campaign promoMilonal materials' — sun visors,
&rawer stickers fans and whathave-yoi.i.
• Two pretty ones — Lynn Hunt
of Lexington and Karen Skeenn
of Ashland — were handing out
two-inch-long rubber erasers tor
Bob Babbage, candidate tor
state auditor I thought that
strange. I didn't know auditors
used erasers.
• • •
Da v id Arrn...l t•,,n4, ,41,1 d i
torney general and a andidaI.loin' lieutenant governor . also Las
it strange gimmick —
- •
sized inflated hot air
moored in a fiel4i behind the
speakers' stand His name. in
huge letters, was ton it
They ke-pt
down 541 feet (1!
day. but I
hot air would I. •
aspiring shit,.
0• condi,
would want to
• o po;:i Io a!
speaking like Ili. Font y 1-',11111
picnic.
• • •
Another good I ricno I ho!Teti
ed to burnp into during the 1,11
was Frances not 0•11:-.:-

and her litisbarj.d.
published the yk cekly
',edger at I.:tidy- Y-1de
Thirty years ago
Murray swept State American
Legion Baseball Tournament by
edging Lexington in second of
ganieS. series at Holland
Field. Murray. Tommy Wells,
Thurman Baker and Dick Stout
were 'Murray pitchers.
Het ent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James
Harrison.
Frank Gould of Paducah %oil!
be speaker.and Josiah' Darnall
ot-Murray will be song leader for
a gospel meeting at Green Plain
Church
Christ.

.She. 'toil
Charlie tetlred 1(n:r

Now. he spends tn,),"I 1.1 his
"piddling dl 410001
tho-or.
hOnit.

•

\1

AIM nOil :hit' ,
t% ‘411I,

. • %Vhen he ;sr I doing
that he's
playing golf
France, 1.0:0..1-o•ti.
explaining that (*harlot'
111(isily 611 the Kent noky
lora
Village and rho- NI.tr.••r,

• • •
It

Hav drive shows farmer support

'•

•4

11,ivt•
//er.t/i/-

.1 rel.'

"

— being itt the 1001 !1:,
tory,a rd to the' Is
one
years But it'll rcaliy
sontething to Iwo'. :toSittou•dity

and began turning yellow.
It said much about the generosity of Kentucky farmers
that they
were willing -- in record high temperatures -- to load
up their own precious hay and take it to pick up points. Many of those donati
ng knew
they faced the possibility of needing the hay foe-their own cattle
later
on. Still they took the risk, made the sacrifice and helped
out their fel- •
low farmers.
Hay from Kentucky and other states was shipped by train,
truck
and plane. In Kentucky, National Guardsmen and
prison inmates
worked to pick up and load the hay onto rail c_ars. Many in
1)( 20510
the private
seclor, across the nation, donated the transportation of the hay. In
Kentucky, both CSX Railroad and the Coca-Cola bottler
in Elizabethtown
joined the effort. In discussing this endeavor with many
individuals,
groups and businesses, I was most impressed.with the
willingness to;
set daily business aside in order to help.
Kentucky farmers are expecting low crop yields. Many had their
However, no donation equalled that of the individual farmer
who
crops blown away or washedaway_ by spring storms. Muchof_thecrop.c. _ is facing hard tires,
himself. The outpouring of-'concern during this
which survived all of that or were planted later, have now dried during
drought, like that shown during last year's Farm
Aid Concert...is enthe heat wave. Commodity prices are down, and farm expenses are up. couraging. But I sincerely
hope it can develop into a long-term awareBut the gloomy state of agriculture in Kentucky did not deter our
ness of agriculture and the important role of farmer
s in our society
farmers from digging deep recently to help-their rtlral neighbors in sun,
Time and time again I am told, on Capitol Hill, that
farmers are
parched Southeastern states.
only two percent.of the voting population. And I
must
remind
everyAn outpouring of effort by generous Kentucky farmers and other
one that this two percent feeds our own population and
much of the
voluntetrs resulted in a huge hay shipment to help farmers feed their
rest of4he world. Our nibn. is dangerously clgsg
ica9si44
.ousean4,s..
cattle in she.F..-_ -elibleaSt. That region ivi.4--,:::—Irettrg ITC ilirOTCf&blight: more farmers who,are
tieugrf
tltri
crtrati
catiie
d19
a ChTiniting ttorld
in at- least century. Crop damage there has stirpinv%ed 'an
marketplace, failed government policies and devasta
estimated
ting weather
- patterns.
Perhaps Kentucky farmers who donated hay to the
Only by increasing public support for farmers canwe
push toward
effort were recalling their own Pain during the.1983 drought. That sum- long-term solutio
ns that will bring stability to American agriculture.
mer was the driest our state had known for,47 years. During late July
We must reverse the current trend and help Rural Americ
a, not just
of that year much of the burley in central Kentucky stopped growing
through this drought period, but into a stable future.

Report
to Kentucky

Mii`iray Ledger & Times
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Garrott's Galley

War on drugs?
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Lesters hold reunion at Lake Barkley cabin
Barbecued mutton.
I emonade and
homemade ice cream
were traditional parts of
he Lester Homecoming
celebration July 4 at Bill
.oid Marjorie Lesters
1.ake Barkley cabin.
Fifty-eight of the 61
members of Price and
Myrtle Lesters family
g at tiered from nine
states to celebrate the
t.ouple's 60th year of

tusup
MOVIES
AYDAy
§/Erri
m

' Mai
1

So. ,1

II. 9 lio

POLTERGEIST

marriage.
orado. Montana,
It was the first time California and Florida.
all nine of their children
The homecoming has
had been together since actually been a monththe couple's golden wed- long event as Nancy
dibg anniversary Lester Smith and her
celebration in 1976. The children. Karleen and
homecoming was a time Aaron, arrived from
of meeting new spouses San Marcos. Calif.. in
and children, catching late June.
up on family news, old
Next came Bonnie
fashioned gospel sing- Lester Fitzpatrick of
ing. Nvaterskiing. pic- Sacramento. Calif.. and
ture taking and lots of two of her grandremembering.
children. Deane and
In addition to their Keenan Fitzpatrick of
children. the Lesters of Massachusetts. and
theMon- Floyd and Cozette
tgomery Gracey com- Lester Morestein and
munity have 25 grand- their son. Allan. of Imchildren and 11 great- perial Beach, Calif.
grandchildren.
Jack and Ouida
Family members Lester Wyatt arrived
came together from from Vero Beach. Fla..
Kentucky. Tennessee, in time for her to attend
Indiana, Missouri. the Trigg County High
Massachusetts, Col•;chool etas:. of 1946 reit-

II
The Other Side
Su. 7 to

BACKSCIWOL
Rodney
Dangerfield
, IS0 Oki 0\13

Tennis play Thursday

Central Center 753-3314

Bargain
Matinee
DAILY
All Seats $200

I

i:10.3 3.3 7 1

Phrsicals scheduled
Physical examinations will be held in cafeteria
of Calloway County High Sc u el on Thursday,
Aug. 7, at 4 p.m. Ttrls Will be f all students planning to be members of CCHS's boys' and girls'
_cross country teams; and for all students planning to play on the football team at Calloway Middle School, according to Jim Nix, athletic director for the schools.
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6-E NEW MOVIE

Don I Go Alone [1]
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Stuart D. Routon born
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Homecoming planned

The Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of the
Murray Country Club will play Thursday. Aug. 7,
at 8:30 a.m. at the club courts. A substitute will
be Kathy Kopperud. The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Shirley Homra. Lois Keller. Wilda
Purdom and Cindi Cohoon; Court Two — Sharon
Wells, Frances Hulse, Bobbie Weatherly and
Brenda Marquardt; Court Three — Andrea
Hogancamp. Joni Billington, Emmy Edwards
and Sharon Brown; Court Four — Rainey Apperson. Peggy Billington, Sheila Farmer and Donna
Keller.

A vavl Li.i.
.1.ilLE l....;........ r\.,

11.1
7
1
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P()PILE
t..3 - 9 17,0%1

My Little
Pony
The Movie

Singles plan meeting

The Hitcher

Spies Like Us
Marie
Over 1400 VHS Tapes

OVIES TO 60
:nestnut Street 753-3314

The 17th Gala Douglass Homecoming will be
Friday and Saturday, Aug. 8 and 9. Socializing
and snacks will be Friday evening at Douglass
Community Cibier, North L.P. Miller Street,
Murray. Saturday from 6 to 8 p.m. dinner at a
cost of $10 per person will be at New Hong Kong
Restaurant, Highway 641 North. The Rev. C.E.
Martin will be speaker. A dance at a cost of $10
per person will follow from 9 p.m. to 1 p.m. in
Curris Center, Murray State University. Tickets
for the dinner and dance will be sold at Douglass
Community Center on Friday during the socializing hours and on Saturday morning from 10 a.m.
to noon. Coffee and doughnuts will be available
Saturday morning.

Murray Single Connection will meet Thursday.
Aug. 7, at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom of
Education Building, First United Methodist
Church. The calendar for the month of
September will be planned. For information eall
Dick at 436-2174, Martha at 759-4940 or Linda at
753-9414-.

Mr. and Mrs. Nick Allen Swift

Edmonds and Swift vows
read in church ceremony
at church at Bradley, Ill.

Stag Night at Oaks
Men's Stag Night is scheduled at Oaks Country
Club on Thursday, Aug. 7, at 6 p.m. In charge of
arrangements will be Prentice. Darnell, Jerry
Parker, Billy Crouse, Thomas Jones and Chuck
Bollegar.

Baby, dismissals
listed by hospital

Mr. and Mrs. Phil Routon of 105 Flower Lane,
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a son, Stuart
Duncan, weighing seven pounds eight ounces.
born on Wednesday. July 30, at Baptist Memorial
Hospital. Union City, Tenn. The mother is the
tormer Marsha Duncan. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Max Duncan of Puryear, Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Routon Sr. of Paris, Tenn.

190 09.1.5

The Delta Force

and Marjorie Lester,
Gary and Joy Lester,
Dustin and Micah.
Gracey
David and Angela
Lester Hansen.
Castlerock. Colo.; Mike
and Cindy Fitzpatrick
and Thomas Henry,
Knoxville, Tenn.; Tim
Fitzpatrick, Sacramento. Calif.;
Karl and Sara Lester
Hussung. Murray;
Chuck Hussung, St.
Louis, Mo.; Herb and
Karen Hussung Case,
Louisville; Steven and
Lisa Goode Hussung.
Joshua and Joseph.
Lame Deer. Mont.;
Loyren Levi
American Horse and
John Wyatt, Murray;
Ed' and Robin Wyatt
Walston. St. Anthony,
Ind.

DATEBOOK

I he% re back 1

mon They brought with
them their granddaughter. Jennifer
Wyatt of Coconut Creek.
Fra. Miss Wyatt's
parents. Wade and
Melanie Wyatt. arrived
a few days later.
Others attending were
the following:
Tony and Mary
Lester, Eli, Alisha and
Russell, Knoxville,
Tenn.: Charly Anna'
Lester Wilson.
Princeton: Liz and Vona
Wilson, Nashville,
Tenn.; Bob and Betty
Lester and Kerry.
Benton;
W.G. and Ramona
Lester, Eric Wayne and
Scott Edward,
Mayfield; Ouida Jean
Lester, Memphis.
Tenn.; Janice Kay
Lester, Murray; Bill

A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday.
Aug. 4, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Brown baby boy.
parents. Candy and
Stanley. 108 East Court
St., Bardwell.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sandra Hawkins,
85 Fox Meadows. Murray: Mrs. Vicky

FASHION GALLERY
Ladies Apparel

Johnson, Box 8.
Murray;
Mrs. Carla Jo Taylor.
311 South 10th St., Murray; Thomas Garner,
719 Riley Ct.. Murray;
Don Miller, 409 North
Sixth St.. Murray;
Ralph Earl Crain. Rt. 1.
Box 280A, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Roy Clifford Landers,
Box 243V, New Concord; Mrs. Ruby Nance,
Rt. 3, Box 109, Murray;
Ralph Williams. 501
Vine St., Murray;
James Henderson, Rt. 4,
Box 173, Fulton; Mrs.
Marie Crisp. 1 001
Fairlane, Murray.

Miss Mary Alyce Edmonds and Nick . Allen
Swift were married
Saturday. June 14. at
Wesley United
Methodist Church,
Bradley.
The Rev. Bill Werner
officiated at the
candlelight ceremony
said at 6 p.m.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank T. Edmonds
of Bradley, Ill. She is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gentry
Aldridge and Mrs.
Frank Edmonds Sr. of
Bradley.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Alton A.
Swift of Murray. He is
the grandson of Mrs.
Emily Swift and the late
Headley Swift and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Adams.
The brides dress
featured a Queen Anne
neckline, lace sleeves
and a chapel length
train. A wreath of silk
flowers secured her

fingertip- length veil.
She carried a bouquet
of roses. stephanotis
and japhettes.,
Miss Angie
Haltemare of Carbondale, Ill., was the maid
of honor. Bridesmaids
were Miss Jennifer Edmonds of Bradley. sister
of the bride, Miss Tina
Swift and Miss Sheri
Swift of Murray. sisters
of the groom, and Miss
Cynthia Wood of
Clinton.
The attendants wore
floor length pink satin
dresses and carried long
stemmed pink flowers.
John Moss of
Nashville, Tenn.. served
as best man.
Groomsmen and ushers
included Zach Jones.
Nashville, Tenn.. Darren Hooper. Murray.
cousin of the groom. and
Mark Edmonds and Tim
Edmonds. Bradley,
brothers of the bride.
The groonf and his attendants wore black
tuxedoes with white

shirts, bko•k comber- .
bunds and ties. They
had %O de boutonnieres
A reception and liance
followed the cerem4ony
at Town -and Country
Restaurant. Bradley
The couple spent their
honeymoon in -.JacksonVille, Fla.. and Sea
Island, New Brum:wick.
Ga.
Mr. -̀ilnd Mrs Swift
a r e re sid ing at
Me a dow‘vood A pa it ments. Antioch. Tenn.
Both the bride and
groom are graduates of
Murray State rniversity. Mrs. Swat is a
designer tor Kitchen
and Bath Concepts of Nashville. Mr. Swift is
an accountant_ but Peat.
Marwick. Mitchell &
Co., Nashville.
The groom's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Swift. entertained with
a. rehearsal dinner at
Loyal Order of Moose
Lodge at Bradley. Ill.
Covers were laid tor 22
Pt'rsons .

Lakeway Village Shopping Center

901-642-9620

rive- 7-1

Paris, TN
STARTS:

fall Sal

SALE CONTINUES THROUGH NEXT WEEK
HOURS: M-WED. 10am-6pm
TN-SAT. 10am-6pm

FLEECE

NOVELTY
SWEATERS

vALLF:s

WED. AUGUST 6th.
8AM-8PM

OVERSIZED FLEECE
TOPS

JOGGERS

$16-34

4S-M-14

5"- 7"

(S-M-L) VALUES $14-IS

VALUE $34

'10"

100% COTTON &
WOOL-BLEND
CORDUROY
SWEATERS
COTTON-BLEND
SKIRTS
SKIRTS
(S-M -L) VALUES $22-26
,ms 6-10 VALUES
NALUE $20
$26-36

s139

'4"
7

LONG-SLEEVE OXFORD
KNIT OR RIBBED
9
SHIRTS
$ 99
LEGGINGS &
(S-M-L)
(JR. & MS. S-I4 S-M-L)
STIRRUPS
VALUES 518-20
VALUES $15-1S

99 ...WILL

ITEM BELOW!

$1 0
1.-rC

Nt

C

FORENZA
. 0 R •
S 0

BUY ANY

E

A

PERSCARA TOPS
(S-MA.) VALUE. $34

BRITTAN IA
100% COTTON
DENIM JEANS
4,1:11OR & MISSES -3-J*1
VAitjs $25.32

100% PALMETTO'S
10-BUTTON
HENLEY
COTTON
SHIRTS
SHIRTS TWILL & CORDUROY
PANTS
(s-m-L,
(S•M-L) VALUE $22 VALUES

1.11,11_410_4 1440.t.X34A)
% ALIASs$2!-21i.

The Dakota
Pork Ribs
Special $6.95
-Quality Makes The Difference-

Thursday Night Only

IL

(Includes salad bar, potato,
baked beans and bread)

"All The Pork Ribs You Can Eat.
The Dakota"A full servicz Lvnity restouroW

1510 Chestnut St.

759-9755

411•11._

0,

0

Murray

•
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Coming community events are announced
Tuesday. Aug.5

Wednesday. Aug.6

Wednesday. Aug.44

Murray TOPS ( take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County
Health Center.
---Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Housing Corporation
of Delta Omega Chapter
of Alpha Omicron Pi
social sorority extends
an invitation to all area
alumni to meet with
them at 7:30 p.m. at The
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.

Potluck supper and
pounding for the • Rev.
and Mrs. James Simmons and children will
be at 6:30 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist
Church.
---Covenant Prayer
Group will meet at 10
a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
---First Presbyterian
Church will not have
choir rehearsal tonight.
---United Methodist
Youth Fellowship and
Choir Practice will be at
7:30 p.m. at South pleasant Grove .1.11ited
Methodist Church.
---Ladies' day golf will
be at Murray Country
Club with persons to
make up own groups.
- -Seventh annual Betty
Shepard Memorial Golf
Tournament will start
at 9 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.

"Sing Out. Kentucky''will by
presented at ti p.m. at
Kenlake State Resort
Park.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Wildflower Basics
at 9:30 a.m. and LBL.
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850;
Skyw•alk at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
‘'isitor Center.
---Aging Committee of
Purchase Area Development District will meet
at 9:30 a.m. in PAI)0 offices. U.S. Highway 45
North, Mayfield.

Laity and Ministers'
meeting will be at 7 p.m.
in Fellowship Hall of
First Baptist Church.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building. South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
"Sing Out, Kentucky!'' will be
presented at 44 p.m. at
Kentucky Dam State
Resort Park.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Name That
Animal at 9:30 a.m. and
LBL Wildlife at 1:30
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1 : 30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.
Wednesday, Aug.6

_

Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.nt. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
-- -Mission groups of
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m at church.
- Mission groups of
Flint Baptist Church
will meet at • 7
at
church.'

"Hassle -free"
registration for seniors
will be from 9 a.m. to
noon and for Juniors
from Ito 4 p.m. at Murray High School.
---Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
---Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center, Murray, Inom 9
to 11:30 a.m. and I to 3
p.fn.
Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Living with
Diabetes will meet at2
p.m., both in thirdfloor
classroom of M rrayCalloway County
Hospital.
• _ __ _

psychologists,
Muehleman said.
•'We gave differing
amounts of information
about the limits of confidentiality to groups of
single mothers before
interviewing them individually about their
discipline practices." he
explained. "We informed them that there are
limits to confidentiality
1 in the case of child
abuse for example) but
varied how specific we
were and how much we
elaborated.
'We found, contrary
to the predictions of 27

Thursday. Aug.7
Physical examinations for students at
Calloway County High
School planning to participate in Cross-Country and for students at
Calloway Middle School
who plan to play football
will be at 4 p.m. in
vafeteria of Calloway
County High School. ,
---Men's Stag Night will
be at 6 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
---Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom. Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church. For
information call Dick at
436-2174, Marth-zr- at
759-4940 or Linda at
753-9414.
- -• 'Hassle -free"
registrat.i,on for
sophomores will be
from 9 to noon. aud for
freshmen from 1 to., .1-•
p.m. at Murray High
School.
-• Health . Express of
\1ray-Calloway County Hospital will he at

Pizza inn.
ANT INTO PIZZA INN

Now You're Able
To Get Into
Pizza Inn

licensed clinical
psychologists from
across Kentucky, that
the more we elaborated.
the more likely the
mothers were to tell us
about harsh discipline
practices."
Muehleman said the
research failed to confirm the notion that fully
informing people of the
limits to confidentiality
leads to a reduction in
disclosure and may help

..,-,
•

to reduce some
psychologists' - retuc•-tance to inform openly.
Muehleman received
the B.A., •MA. and
Ph.D. degrees at
Southern Illinois
University. He joined
the Murray State faculty in 1971.
Haut is working on a
Ph.D. degree in clinical
psychology at the
University of North
Dakota.
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s $4.00 Off Large Pizza 1
i $3.00 Off Medium Pizza
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-7 tttrrris Or Milli- Tfila or Thin
Z
Good on Eat-In, Piano or Hensel,.
Expire, August 14 19%6
i
Not Valid %Alin Any Other coupon Offer .
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Pizza inn
DELIVERS IT ALL
753-0900
Olympic Plaza

lies. I think it is also a safe
percentage to use in referring to
civilian families.
Why should we be singled out? I
think you owe military families an
apology.
JAMES R. HARRIS,
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
DEAR MR. HARRIS: Having
been raised in the military, you
surely must know that the term
"army brat" has long been an
accepted part of the language
and is not used to put down the
children of career military servicemen. In fact, most children
raised in the military refer to
themselves as "army brats."
However, if you were personally offended, I apologize.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: Please help! My
birthday is arriving shortly and I
foresee the usual plethora of "bird"
gifts in the offing.
After my husband and I separated, in an effort to earn some extra
money, I started raising canaries.
For the past several years, on each
gift-giving occasion, I have received
everything from soup to nuts with
pictures of birds — figurines, bookends,calendars, pot holders, Christmas ornaments, you name it.
Abby, please let people know that
even though a friend may be a bird
fancier, it does not necessarily
follow that every item in his or her
household must reflect it.
BYE-BYE BIRDIE

DEAR 0 FOR 18: If I have
correctly interpreted your problem, your attorney wife has
failed to fulfill her marital
promises, i.e. sex. I recommend
some candid communication
(plain talk), between the party
of the first part and the party of,
the second part.
I am not authorized to grant
you permission to seek sexual
fulfillment outside your marriage.(Nobody is.) Neither can I
approve your contracting for
services elsewhere. -If your
complaints are legitimate, you
need the services (professional,
DEAR BIRDIE: I'll wing it.
that is) of a competent attorney Mention that Your nest is al— ideally, not your wife. Case' ready feathered to the max with
dismissed.
birds, and you are going cuckoo
trying to find place% in the
aviary. And that's no yolk.
* * *
(Sorry.)
DEAR ABBY: I am fed up with
•* *
the use of the phrase "army brat,"
which you used in your response to
the woman who complained about
(Every teen-ager should know the
having to relocate her family every truth about sex, drugs and how to be
time her husband's job required it.
happy. For Abby's booklet, send your
- -1-wasone of-sestets.children raised name and address clearly printed with
by a career military serviceman. a check or money order for $2.50 and
a long, stamped (39 cents) self-adNot only were my siblings and I not dressed envelope to:
Dear Abby, Teen
"brats," neither are 95 percent of Booklet, P.O. Box 38923. Hollywood,
the children in servicemen's fami- Calif. 90038.)

4

Till
SHOULD
CASKET BF: OPE\
Oft CLOSED'.'
This question can on,
ly be answered
the family. never 1-).
the funeral director
There are several
options available to
the family. The
casket can be open
during the hours of
visitation and closed
(luring the final rites
or it can remain
()pig) during the final
rites.' It can also re_main closed at all
times
The customs of the
!amity's faith and
z he influence of their
;•lergyman's
thoughts may help
,it.termine what is to
lie done_
d e rn
psychologists tell us
viewing the deceascd helps the family
to accept the fact of
death, especially
when it may have
been sudden or unexpected. If. however,
the appearance of
the deceased cannot
be made acceptable.
viewing
may
possibly be harmful.

•

The family's own
wishes
on
the
desired procedur
will always
the
izuideline- for' the
!intend director at
our firm. We respect
'the family's wishes
on all particulars of
the funeral service
;is we try our v ry
hest to provide a ruly - personal •ind
Meaningful ser

Miller-Churchill
Funeral Home
311 North 4th St
Murray, Ky.
753-4(412

OVERLOAD
SALE

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

can t eat this well at home for this price

60-75% OFF

Good on Eat-In. Pickup or Delivery
Excl..- August 14. 1411‘11'
Not Valid ',% It: \nv Other Coupon Offer

DEAR ABBY: Before my wife
became an attorney, I enjoyed all
the rights and obligations of a
partner including, but not limited to
herein under, free bed and board,
specific performance and redress.
However, for the past 18 months
there has been no performance
required, no common consent, a
termination of interest and, of
course, no merger.
She rebuts my pleading for relief
with restrictive provisions of diminished capacity, duress and denial of
entry.
On several occasions I have
attempted adverse possession but
was accused of petty theft. I feel
being denied the right of entry for
this period is cause for action. Her
demurrer is that my case is one for
small claims, that any loss of will
could be settled intestate. Legally,
am I justified in pursuing third
party interest, or a contract for
services, or have I no right to either
kind of peace? Sign me,
0 FOR 18 IN OXNARD

-

Wednesday 'Ii AM 10 PM

Buy One Pizza,
Get ()ne Free
Same Size, Same Type. Thick or Thin

Wife's Passion for Law
Cools Ardor in Marriage

Senior citizens' activities will be from -10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
---B
a
z
a
a
r
Workshop. Lunch will be
at 10 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.

FINAL
MARKDOWN!
F

,saV
AbigalBy ,,,
,anBuren
sy

Italian Spaghetti
Special

You

COUPON

We're Glad You Asked

''Sing Out. Kentuc k y!" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Resort Park.
.
---Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Murray Civitan Club
is scheduledlameet at 7
p.m. at Homeliilace
Family Restaurant.
----

Special planning
meeting by all Sunday
School Teacher Class officers, Adminitrative
Officers and other interested persons will be
at 7:30 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
-Mothers". Day Out will
be at -9 a.m. 'at First
Baptist Church •
.
- -- -

PAGE 5

Author-lecturer Helen
Keller. who would live
most of her life without
sight or hearing, was
born in 1880 in Tuscumbia, Ala.

Larry Seay's Market at
Lynnville from 9-to 11
a.m. and at Tri City
Grocery at Tri City
from noon to 2 p.m.
---Prepared Childbirth
Class will be at 7 p.m. in
third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
---AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church. Benton. For information call 753-0061.
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
----

99 Special For Kids

PIZZA INN
BUFFET
‘i I OI ( If.‘1.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 5, IMM

Thursday. Aug.7

Aluelileman and Haut have paper published
Dr. Thomas
Muehleman, professor
in the Department of
Psychology at Murray
State University. and
Mark Haut. who earned
a master's degree in
clinical psychology at
Murray State, have had
the results of a research
project published in
F'sychotherapy, a professional journal.
The results, reported
in the article "Informed
Consent: The effects of
,clarity' and specificity
on disclosure in a
clin ical interview... surprised most clinical

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

All Spring & Summer
*Sportswear
•Dresses
'Swimsuits
*Wedding Dresses
•Long Dresses
*Jewelry
'Belts

Clemmies
1101
Paris Rd.
milyti
am,
..

K.

247-2552
1 All Sales Cash

No Exchanges or Refunds

We purchased a large shipment of 1986 G.M.
Executive Cars with low mileage for our new location. We're late moving so we've overloaded our old
location.
*These cars qualify for •Low mileage
•Just like new
the low 6.9%
cars except
finance rate
thousands of
•Extended new
dollars less.
car warranties

We need some room!

Purdom Motors, Inc.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
Oldsmobile—Pontiac—Buick Cadillac1406 Main -St.
753-5315
Murray

-),
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AROUND THE HOUSE

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

HONE FOR AMERICANS Kitchen remodeling a young family project
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FLOOR

PLAN

THIS ONE-STORY PASSIVE SOLAR design has all the energysaving amenities woven into an efficient plant that is comfortable
and easy to construct. A sheltered entry leads into a gallery. From
there, one can enter the living and sleeping areas. Plan HA1357K
has 1.567 square feet. For more information write — enclosing a
stamped. self-addressed envelope — to architect Charles Koty, 27
Barry Park Court. Searingtown, N.Y. 11507.

Stock Market

4

„

Industrial Average
Pre%ious Close
Air Products
American Telephone
Briggs &- Stratton
—Carysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
1.0
General Motors
GenCorp. Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

+18.14
1769.97
/
2
33 +1
24 unc
341 2 +
37 +
273.,
1/2
293'A
i634B

%
16%A

6334

+2
+
3054 .58
697/8 + 1 4
67 + 1 4
37/
3
4 +1
67 + 1/4
555*

LB.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney,.
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
I..S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

131/
1
2 -1
/
2
55% +1
/
2
20%B 20/
3
4A

52 -3
/
4
03/
1
2 +1
/
4
3t% +%
78% +%
46%
80% + 1/2
42/
1
4
30% +1
811
/
2 -1
/
2
4- 41% .%
46% +
12/
1
2 unc
6.08

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

Inadequate countertop space and inefficient
storage are the reasons
most often cited for
remodeling a kitchen, a
recent survey of kitchen
designers has found.
The survey conducted
among certified kitchen
designers by Maytag
that remodel_
.Co.• ound
ing the kitchen tends to
be a young family's project. More than 89 percent of those seeking kitchen design services fell
between the ages of 35
and 49.
Characteristics of this
age group. which is
often known as the
baby-boom generation,
suggest there are real
attitudinal changes, as
compared to older
generations, said a
Maytag spokesman.
These baby boomers.
76 million of them, have
been a bellwether for
national trends in
everything from jogging
to the two-career family. Their tastes are
worth noting by those
who would like to serve
their needs and profit
from their preferences.
The kitchen designers
questioned said that in
64.1 percent of the client
families, both male and
female partners were
employed full-time outside the home. These
couples tend to share
household tasks. For example, a total of 75 percent of the men in client
families help with meal
'preparation.
In -nearly 40 percent of
the families these
designers served, the
major decorating decisions in the kitchen were
'ma:de by both partners
and the, financial decisions were also made
jointly. Once upon a
time, these roles were
compartmentalized:
men handling finances
and women concentrating on the
decorating.
With everyone working outside the home

and even the children
busy in activities these
days, 66.7 percent of the
kitchen designers said
their clients were spending less time in food
preparation than they
did five years ago. For
some clients, eating and
family socialization
outrank cooking on a list
of important kitchen
functions.
One finding that will
come as no surprise to
those currently thinking
about kitchen renovation is that the cost of a
remodeled kitchen continues to rise. The kitchen designers who
were surveyed reported
that while 44.8 percent
of their clients spent
between $12,000 and
$15.000 on a new or
remodeled kitchen, the

larger number — 46.2
percent — committed
from $15,000 to $45,000 to
the job.
Besides inadequate
countertops and
storage, other reasons
for remodeling included
outdated or broken appliances and a desire to
change the existing
look. Style preferences
were fairly evenly divided between contemporary (the choice of
41..7 percent l. traditional (35 percent and
country 123.3 percent 1.
Almond was the most
preferred appliance color and white was second
choice.
After the basics like
the stove, refrigerator
and sink, the single
most wanted appliance
was a dighwriFtrer:----

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I am having
several windows in my
house replaced and am
somewhat confused by
the variety of claims I
read about them from
different distributors. I
know that, in some industries, there are
groups that give ratings
of some kind about the
products. Is there some
organization in the window-,industry that rates
the various brands? I
will be getting either
vinyl or aluminum
windows.
A. — No one group
rates one brand over
another, but the American Architectural
Manufacturers Association has developed a
certification and labeling program for
aluminum and vinyl
windows. Under the program, window manufacturers submit products
for testing by independent laboratories. The
tests measure such factors as air and water
leakage, ability to
withstand. high winds

A.

hr p1....'1.•

and rugged use., such as
slamming the sash open
and shut several times.
Some windows also
undergo thermal testing
to ensure the units are
energy•efficient and
guard against condensation. Only those windows that pass the tests
can bear the AAMA certification seal.
Q. — We intend to convert our attached
garage • into an extra
room. Dame have to get
a permit for this-and, if
. is it net•essary to
draw up plans? Still farther along this_line, if
plans must be provided.
must they be made by
an architect or can I do
them myself?
A. — First, whether
you need a permit forany work around yourhouse depends on the
regulations in your own
'area. Nobody can advise you. even
somebody from an adjoining town, where the
rules may be different.
Generally, however, the
conversion of an attached garage requires a
permit. To get the per-

el h
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Painting is too much work to use anything else!

14'1'-4•4
SUPER FLAT
• Economical, attractive flat
finish for walls, ceilings
and woodwork
• Dries fast
• Water washable
• Equipment cleans up
with water

In This Area
Exclusively at...

nvas Datcenter
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SW
AT
PARTICIPATING
HARDWARE STORES
AVA• ILABLE

-

In 800 colors

$8.99

AMMON LODI
sEcusrry _ -

mit. you must show always tough to coorplans, even rough plans dinate the activities of
you have made yourself. the workers and time
But here again, find out delays are certain to ocfrom your local cur. As for the permit,
authorities exactly what see the answer to the
is needed before you go_ _previous question. - ahead with your conQ. — I want to install
struction: in fact, before
glass
blocks around the
you even buy any
materials., You did not basement windows in
say w htft he r you are our house. I have done a
having the work done by considerable amounts of,•
a professional contrac- brickwork in the past.
tor-. If you are, he can but have never worked
tell yott....mrrimAke re- with glass blocks. Do
quirements in your area you think I will be able
and can make all the to handle them? •
A. — Yes. Glass
nec. essary
blocks are handled
arrangements.
:Q. —.We need a small similarly to bricks, uswing at the back of our ing mortar between
house 'to handle an ex- them. Whatever difpanded kitchen. 1>o we ferences there are will
need a permit? I can do be explained in the inmlich of the wo-rk struction booklet that
myself. but am too busy comes with the blocks.
to do-so. so I plan to give The booklet also will ex:
Out various parts of the plain how the window
jobs to subcontractor's. sill and frame must be'
treated.
See any problems?
Q. — I have a
— I'lenty.avrt you
teakwood
table that aphave a limited amount:
Id time. it won't be parently never had a
enough to supervise the finish on it. It seems to
subcontractors, which is have a rather open difficult even under the pored surface. Does this
hest of conditions. It is need a wood filler, such
as I used on oak a few
years ago?
Ai — Both teak and
oak fall into the
category of woods that
generally require a
wood filler, but some
persons prefer the tex
tured look of these
woods without a filler.
Try a little testing first
in some inconspicuous
part of the table.

BEST
BUYS A
77

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
F4PABucin4 mu(
comptury

Back-ToSchool Offer
liffEX ENAMEL
• Highly washable,
low gloss finish
• Resists chipping and flaking
• Dries in 1 hour or less
\
• Equipment cleans up
with water

moat influential
developments affecting
kitchen design during
the past 10 years. the
designers focused on
lifestyle changes.
These include workmg women and their
need to cut food
preparation time, two
cooks in the kitchen, and
downsized housing that
paradoxically calls for
larger eat-in kitchens
with more storage
space.
Also cited were the
development of
European-styled flush
frameless cabinets.
microwave ovens and
indoor grill ranges.
Finally, the designers
called attention to the
affluence and education
of their market of baby
bon-friers- and',i1ppTe

Project raises questions
about ratings of windows

Ow Helpful Ilard.an

NOW!

which was incorporated
into 97.7 percent of the
kitchens covered by the
survey. The microwave
oven was chosen by 79.8
percent of clients.
Built-in ranges with a
grill were selected. by
many clients and almost
20 percent wanted the
home laundry installed
in or near the kitchen.
Among popular requests were demands
for open room designs.
good lighting. European
cabinet styling and lowmaintenance kitchen
materials.
The more unusual requests? A built-in bed
for the dog plus a sink in
the floor for his drinking
water and a disco dance
floor in the center of the
kitchen area.
detail the

Combination
Padlock Set
Sal••••• wremom•

( 8SK 1 )
58893

Special bock-to-school kit includes a rugged
SAVE combination padlock with 2" stainless
steel case
MONEY plus 4 pencils, 2 pens and 1 eraser as a bonus

The techniques of using varnish, lacquer.
shellac, sealer, filler,
bleach and remover are
detailed in Andy Lang's.
booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home,"
which can be obtained
by sending 50 cents and
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington. NY
11743.

In 800 colors
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
LATEX ENAMEL
WWI

$11.99

ACE

33

PRO-PLASTIC LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

Murray Noun:
Monday throuili Friday 7:30 a.m. to 700 p.n.
Saturday II:00 ca. to 6:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.a. to 5:00 p.m.

• The Master of latex exterior
house paints breathes to
eliminate peeling
•Needs no primer in most uses
•Resists mildew, dirt, wear and
chalking
'Equipment cleans quickly with
water
Over 800 Colors

Ace Professional
Grade Duck Tape
REPAIRS RIPS,
HOLES and TEARS.

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

Clip-On Light

SupPly (enter
*Other Locations — Ben= & lake City, KY*

{

I S06. ,
130474 90/

Clamps on any surface up to 11
/
4" thick. With
on/off switch on shade Ideal foedesic or study
UL listed, takes up to a 75 watt bulb (not Ind )

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
,
4.1R Itour dampleta H

88

UL
LISTED

Tram Bottum:1;er

Murray Supply
Since 1955

208 E. Main

Grand Rivers, Ky.

42904

2" x 60 yd roll of professional grade tape
is strong, sticky and waterproof. It's the most
popular all-purpose tape for household repairs

$14.95

Open 7 Days A Week

A 601 ,

LAKE
PAVING
CO., INC.
ASPHALT
PAVING
•Streets
•Roadways
'Parking Lots
*Shopping Ctrs
•Residential
Subdivisions

Free Estimates

362-8661
Plant Sites
Paducah
Lake City
Mayfield

753-33.

I
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Top defense contractors

Shipments of hay from
Midwestern farmers have begun
arriving in Tennessee, but in the
case of drought-stricken
farmers like Bill and Katherine
Myers, it may be too little too
late.
"We didn't have a bale of hay
at all in the barn," said Mrs.
Myers. whose Greene County
farm got about 60 bales on Monday."We really appreciated it."
But the Myerses have already
sold off about 25 to 30 cows and
the remaining 30 cows in the
herd may have to be sold unless
more hay is forthcoming, she
said.
"We've got 60 bales for 30
head of cattle and that won't last
long," said Mrs. Myers, 48, who
has lived on a farm most of her
life. She said the farm's
pastures are too parched for
grazing.
Greene County farmers
received a total of about 800 to
1,000 bales from farmers in the
Midwest on Monday. Two boxcars of hay also stopped in

1$8.8
General Dynamics
1$7.4
RoCkwell
$8.2
General Electric
$5.8
Boeing
1$5.4
Lockheed
$5.1
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Chicago
Tribune Graphic;
Source: U.S.
Department
of Defense

Athens, another area that has
been hard hit by the recordbreak ing dry spell, said Bobby
Vannatta, deputy commissioner
of agriculture.
The rush of farmers like the
Myerses to sell off the cattle
they can't feed has more than
doubled sales at livestock auctions in Tennessee.
"We've doubled our work
force to handle the cattle," said
Joe Houston of the East Tennessee Livestock Center in
Sweetwater.
Houston discounted earlier
reports that the center was turning away farmers. He said the
auction had expanded its hours
to counter the huge increase in
sales._
Farmers have flooded the
state's hay hotline with calls for
donations of hay, Vannatta said.
"We've got more people that
want hay than people giving it."
he said. "We are trying to coordinate trucks to make sure that
hay gets delivered." Vannatta said 500 bales of hay

Come to the BEACH
For great Family. Fun \
on the GULF ' '
SUN & FUN Family Package $150
(per person - double occupancy)
AYS/5 NIGHTS May 25-Sept. 9, 1986
(Sundays thru Thursdays)
• $50 Food and Beverage
Allowance
• 5 nights accommodations
• Discount coupon for area
attractions
•
Shorter or longer stays availabl
e

Marshall County Hospital announces
plans for Cystic Fibrosis run Aug. 23
Marshall County Hospital has
released plans for their first
Cystic Fibrosis Run and Eddie
Ray Defew, Marshall County
Cystic Fibrosis Chairman,
believes that the race will
become one of western Kentucky's finest. Defew. Benton
Chief of Police. said, "we're
very excited about the August
23rd run, we expect good particifation and believe that this
can become an annual event."
The run will start and finish at
tle WoorttarrtrS Natttrr-ertiter
on Silver Trail Road in TVA's
Land BetWeen the Lakes. "The
five mile - course We have
established for this race is
perfect. The entire course ison a
traffic controlled. paved surface. There are several rolling
hills and the course is shaded
which should be a big plus-considering the heat and humidity
we experience in this part of
Kentucky," said Chuck Gull°,
Marshall County Hospital CF
Run Director and Marshall
County High School's trach

coach.
The Marshall County Hospital
Cystic Fibrosis Run is open to
both male and female runner in
fourteen age groups. Begining
with a twelve and under age
group to the 65 and over age
group. Trophies wil be awarded
to the first male and female to
finish the race. Ribbons will be
awarded to runners who finish in
the top 10 percent of each male
and female age division. All runners will receive an official race
shirt on the day of tge race.
The entry fee ,is $7 through
August 21 and.$8 thereafter up to
8:15 a.m. on the day of the race..
Check-in for runners will begin
promptly at 8:30 a.m. on Sauturday, August 23. Pre-registration
forms may be obtained at area
sporting goods stores. City of
Benton businesses, Marshall
County Hospital or by mail by
calling Marshall County
Hospital, 527-1336, extension 152.
Additional information concerning the Cystic Fibrosis Run may
also be obtained by calling that
number.
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At the Biloxi Beach Motor Inn,
we've got everything you need to
make your vacation great. 184
spacious rooms. A full-service
restaurant. Water sports. Nightly
entertainment. And a spectacular
view of our Gulf. Carolyn or •
Dorne in the Reservation Office
can design a special moneysaving plan for your individsal •
vacation needs. Use this coupon
to get your free brochure.

were bound for Houston County,
450 bales for Bedford County and
24 round bales for Williamson.
County today.
The Houston County and Bedford County hay was also
donated by Midwestern
farmers, but the hay headed for
Williamson County was donated
by Adamsville farmer Benard
Blasingame, who has also taken
reinforcements to Houston
County. Vannatta said.
About 400 bales of hay were
scheduled to arrive in Bradley
County On WedrieSdaY.
Over the weekend.
Greeneville farmers received
510 bales of hay from Iowa
farmer Roger Broderman 01
Oskaloosa, Iowa, officials said.
Vannatta said the state is
coordinating the shipments of

hay. "It's the responsibility then
of the county agent with the
emergency committee in that
county to decide who gets it and
how much." he added.
The drought continues to
break records throughout the
Southeast. The Tennessee
Valley Authority announced
NIonday that rainfall for July, at
2 37 inches, was the second
lowest on record. Normal July
rainfall is around 4.84 inches.
Rainfall for January through
July is 16 inches below normal,
the lowest on record. The deficit
for the past two years is 37
inches.
TVA officials said several
lakes and reservoirs are way
below normal, including Fontana. 33 feet Hiwassee. 29 feet:
and Douglas. 23 feet.

Bothered by
too many bills?
Consolidate theml
Refinance your existing loans
at today's low bank rates

Home improvement

Get rid of your overloaded
charge cards car payments
and doctor bills with our debt
conse-ktattorriparr-arrct end up'
with one monthly payment
chopped down to size — and
cash left over perhaps a home
improvement or buy a new
automobile Come see why
more people are borrowing
from RepublIc Savings Bank

Low bank rates

Long terms

AP.Plication taken by
phone.

4ifr

Paducah. Kentucky 42001 •

(502) 442-9171

=Eh

I
•
I

Gentlemen: Please send .
free brochure rates
Name
Address
C,ty State Zip

• PHONE •

601/388-3310

BILOXI BEACH
MOTOR INN
4650 W. BEACH BLVD. Dept 260

BILOXI

MllSSlIl

Benton, Kentucky 42025

Murray. Kentucky 42071

(502) 527-3193

(502) 759-1630

FSLIC
A Feciersily Insuree
Sinongs Bain& win OVP'
1200.000 000 le Assets
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Murray State Football
With the longest curzent string of weeks in the NCAA Division
I-AA poll, the Murray State football Racers have shown they're
one of the top teams in the country and have enjoyed That Winning Feeling often. Here's your chance to join coach Frank
Beamer and his team as they march toward the Ohio Valley Conference title.

Season tickets guarantee you prime seats for all six exciting Racer
home games. The outstanding home schedule opens with a
revival of the MSU-Southern Illinois rivalry after a 52-year wait.
Games against traditional rivals Western Kentucky. Eastern Kentucky. Tennessee Tech, and Youngstown State will lead to the
showdown against Middle Tennessee, a game which could determine the OVC champion.

Catch That Winning Feeling! Get your Racer football season tickets now!
Don't miss some of the nation's best football right in your own
back yard.. order Murray State football season tickets now by
callingt.1502; 72: 4005 --- -or visiting Room 211 of Roy Stewart Stadium
'weekdays between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
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Tennessee farmers begin receiving hay shipments

In billions of dollars for fiscal 1985
McDonnell bougias

United Technologies
I$3.9
Hughes
$3.5
I
I LIIeon i
$3.0
Grumman
1
1$2.7

TI.ESDAV, AUGUST 5, 1988

Murray State Home Schedule
Sept. 13 Southern Illinois
Sept. 27 Western Kentucky
-- Eastern ef.::-.:-Jcivy
Oct. 25 _Tennessee _Tect,(Romecoming)
Youngstown State
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Middle Tennessee

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

TUESDAV. All:GUNT 5, IsM
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SPORTS

Miirray Ledger & Times
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Ellen Huganeamp of
Murray won the girls
16s division of the
_Honk insy ille Junior
Classic last week.
beating Lachelle Yates
oftaducah 6-2, 6-1 in the
finals.
Hogancamp and
Bethany Hall lost in the
Iris doubles finals 6-2.
.6-7. 6-1 to Yates and
Joybeth Ezell of
l'aducah.
Sevt•ral other Murray
athlete's competed in the
tournament.
In the boys 18s. Phil
I)ihlirigtorr - fell 6-0. 3-6.
7-5 in the finals of the
consolation flight to Jay
Avenido of Louisville.
Bill ington and Jon
Mark Hall dropped a
6-4, 4-6. 6-4 derision to
Richie Allen and Jon
Padgett in the doubles
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Automatic Transmission
Service
We service, repair or replace
automatic transmissions.
'1 -day service on most repairs
* All rebuilt units guaranteed

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

Estb. 1956

753-1750

The St. Louis Cardinals placed outfielderillie McGse on the 15-day disabled list Monday and called up outfielder John Morris from Louisvil
le. McGee
injured his hagistring running to third base with a triple against
San'Francisco on July
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they lVe've got the bulk
'Cl our team back: so do
hey "
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ST. LOUIS I AP i - great, super play." ColConroy. who had
Vince Coleman and Oz- eman said of Smith's
given up 16 earned runs
zie Smith kidded each grab. "There's only one
in his previous 12 1-3 innOther about who was player in the game. who
ings, allowed just four
really the star after the can make a play like
hits and,two runs Over
St. Louis Cardinals edg- that and that's Ozzie
the first eight innings.
ed the Philadelphia Smith." .
Philadelphia scored
Phillies 3-2 with a run in
How many times have: twice in the first
inning.
the bottom of the ninth. you seen a guy get
a • Jeff Stone Tripled .down
Shortsto
.
p Smith made standing ovation for
the right field line and
a diving. over-the- deflgisive play?". Colwa's doubled home by
shotilder catch in short eman asked. "If I was a
Juan Samuel. Samuel
It'll field with. a .rtuiper paying famtonight.
l'got stole' tliird and. 'after
on fir;it and one out in my money's worth."
'Mike Schmidt walked,
the top of the ninth with
Coleman led off the Glenn Wilson drove
in a
the score tied. At ninth with a, double
and run with a ground out.
game's end Monday, promptly stole third
for
The Cardinals made it
Smith was : given a his fourth theft of
the
2-1 with a run in their
"save" on the Busch game. Loser
Dan
Stadium scoreboard.
Schatf .._der, 3-3, then half of the first inning.
Coleman singled, stole
•'Who got the sitve?•' walkea Smith and
Tomsecond and went to third
Coleman asked Smith my Herr to load
the
with a laugh.
bases.. Schatzeder got when pitcher: Charles
Coleman went three- Curt Ford to force Col- Hudson threw wildly on
a pickoff attempt. Curt
for- fou r, stole four eman at home on
a
bases, scored a run and grounder, but then Ford later hit a twoYout
drove in a run. Col- Terry Pendleton laid RBI single.
eman, who leads the down a sacrifice
St. Louis tied the
bunt
majors witli 75, steals, that handcuffed
first score in the fourth innhas stolen four bases in baseman Von Hayes
as ing. Clint Hurdle and
a game three times in Smith crossed the
plate. Tito Landrum singled,
his brief three year
Todd Worrell, 7-8, who and Conroy sacrificed
career.
pitched one scoreless in- the runners ahead with
Coleman acknowledg- ning of relief for Tim a sacrifice
bunt. Coled his outstanding per- Conroy. got the victory. eman bounced
a high
formance, but wanted to Worrell has eight saves chopper to second
for an
give equal credit to and a Will in 'his last
nine infield hit that scored a
Smith. ''That was a :tppearances.
run.

Murphy homers twice
. t Al'a - Patent Pending: No. :i.
That's the No. :i worn
by Dale Murphy of
Atlanta. and San Diego
Manager Steve Borns
tears he is about ready
to rediscover his batting
stroke.
"It looks like he's go.

1

Blackeyed

Breaded

799
739

100% Quarter Pounders
14 Lb Box

Ground Beef
Parties
$ 1 946

Choice Sides 225 lb, 300 lb
No Charge for Cutting.
Wrapping or Freezing

Beef
$ 1 25
Lb

- Wholesale & Retail Meat --

-

in the finals. Earlier,
they downed Michael
Carr and ,Stephan
Gresham of-Murray 6-1,
6-2 in the semifinals.
Keller and Billy Jack
Haskins battled in the
consolation semifinals.
with Keller prevailing
6-3, 3-6. 6-3.
Aaron Whitaker
bested Keller 6-0. 6-1 in
the consolation finals.
Whitaker and Haskins
fell 6-1. 0-6. 6-2 to Smith
and Schafer in a
semifinal doubles
match----In the girls 12s, Beth
Wilson and Heather
Hughes lost 6-3. 3-6, 6-3
in the doubles finals to
Lana Allcock and Shannon Stroud of Paducah.
Allcock beat Wilson
6-1, 6-2 in the semifinals
and Hughes 6-2. 6-1 in
the finals.

Smith, Coleman spark
St. Louis to 3-2 victory
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Bret Southern of Eddyville beat Hall 7-6, 6-3
in a semifinal match.
Allison Carr. and
Robin Williams lost 2-6,
6-3, 6-2 in the doubles
finals of the girls 18s to
Laura Jody and Jennie
.Jones,
Mark Whitaker and
Jason Hunt, in the boys
16s. reached the doubles
finals. losing 6-1. 6-3 to
Richard Tracy and
Chad Dowdy of
Paducah.
Allen defeated
Whitaker 6-2. 6-3 in a
semifinal match, while
Hunt lost 6-1, 6-4 to Darran ,Joines in the consolation quarterfinals.
Bret Keller and
Russell Adkins were the
second-place doubles
team in the boys 12s.
The lost 6-1. 6-3 to Brad
Smith and Jon Schafer

Gibson-Ham Co

Phone 753-1601
7 a.nt.-5 p.m.
D7 147341 gt. ,ineeP6
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray -

6.9%

A.P.R. Financing

*Escort •EXP
•Tempo •Mustang
*Thunderbird
•Ranger •Bronco II
•F150 •F250 •F350
Or...Let Us Mail You
4 Check For S300-5600
Length of time determines finance rate.
a

PARKER -FORD
701 Main St., Murray, 753-5273

Mg -to go on one of his
patented tears," Boros
said after :Murphy had
four hits. including two
home runs, and drove in
three runs as the Braves
defeated the Padres 4-1
Monday night.
Converted reliever
Jim Acker, acquired
from Toronto on July 6,
pitched eight scoreless
innings before giving up
a ninth-inning run.
'I've been struggling,
there's no doubt about
that.'' said Murphy. who
had only two home runs
in the, entire month of
.Jul-. "But I'm starting
to iet•I a lot better at the
plate."
In the rest of the
league. Los Angeles
heat Houston 7-3. Cincinnati defeated San

Francisco 2-1, Chicago
downed New York 4-2,
St. Louis edged
Philadelphia 3-2 and
Montreal defeated Pittsburgh 5-4.
The four-hit night was
the first of the season
for Murphy, who led off
the sixth with his first
homer and hit a two-run
shot, No. 17, in a threerun seventh( inning off
Dave Dravecky.
While in last place in
the National League
West, the Braves still
are only 1012 games
behind the leading
Astros:
"We'll grab onto his
coattails and see what
we can do." Braves
Manager Chuck Tanner
said.

CC1VIS physicals
set for Thursday
The physicals for the Callovfay County Middle
.School are being giveln at 4 p.m. Thursday at the
Calloway County_High School cafeteria.

For all your Travel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-011•0-..
representing

American and International Traveltime

;or

•
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Most sports injuries can be avoided
'This is the first of a
series of weedily cois
(1 1'
s
11
n 171 11 s
medicine the. Ilarray
Ledger and Time. is
running on Tuesda.vs.
Dr, Stephen Henry is an
instructor in the I 'rir ver-

juries Than those individuals playing
organized sports. Simple strains and sprains
accounted for most of
the injuries.
As we find ourselves
treating and advising

ly on the parents and
coaches who play a
valuable role prevent i n g the play I. s
premature return to a
sport. All of these individuals are essential
and should be recogniz-

vestigation may
'be
necessary to determine
whether the athlete
should or should not liarticipate. Examples of
such problems include
cardiovascular abnormalities. lin I mono Ty
disease :Ind poorly controlled seizure
disorders.
Pre-excercise
physical examinations
are important in all age,
groups. It is in the, middle. age population that
By Dr. Stephen Henry
the most se ri011 s
and Regina White Durbin
medical problem can be
prevented. !lease see
your physician first
sity at LOUIS V Me's the "weekend athlete."
ed for their contrihutior
before beginning a new
De pa rtment of Or- we have found that with to the injured athlete
excercise program or
thopedic Surgery and a educational programs
Prepartieirpation
recreational sport.
consultant for Saint .4n- most sports related inpitsical examination
Risk group population
thony Hospitals Sports juries can be. avoided. It
Initially. it is satest to
According to some
M edicine and is our hope that this
Rehabilitation renter. weekly column will assume. that those. estimates released by
Atrs. Durbin is director clarify man, questions_ readers who would the Department of
oni.Tit I I-G. tas,...t
1k-celtIc Eliot atton and
of fin- -Sports-Afedirme and misconceptions
this
colunm Are. not in
Welfare. nearly 50 perand Rehabilitation about excercise and in top shape..
cent of all adolescent
VIM, a licensed
troduce you to a better
For this rea.se In. we
males and 25 percent of
physical therapist
fitness program.
It'e tint Mt'ri
a pre - all adolescent females
The sports
participation screening
participate in an
Sport, rued
medicine team
to diagnose any physical organized sport. In
addiThe medical
The daily treatment of abnormalities or
tion, nearly 5.5 million
subspecialty •01 sports sports medicine injuries
medical conditions that athletes participa
te in
medicine has burome and ,the rehabilitation
would-pla4,
e,444e-part-it-4- t'acsity-sportsbrithe e.olincreasingl
more im- back to the playing field
pant at risk of injury.
legiate level and
portant over the past often invOlves more
Flexibility should be another six million
fiVe to in yea t'S. This can than
inthe sports assessed to identify any
dividuals participate in
.be. attributed to the medicine physician.
musculos k let al i m - intramural sports.
popularization of fitness Routinely, the physicia
n
balances or weakness.
With such large
and our society's em- Teri ties t s al:sist a tic
e This provides the
numbers of athletes and
phasis on good health.
from the physical athlete with an opporinjuries a more contherapist. trainr
e
and tunity to strengthen
certed effort is being
In_a_yecent_ _survey __nut ri t ion stioy ruble Ifle_
pal•-•
marle---td—tdefftifytT
Piiiiiisited by iLtilup I'oll athlete to return to his
TiripitT1011
his sport high risk injury groups.
in
the -weekend at
sport in the best possible and he bin'
In . an interaction
was oeund to stiffer condition.
After a thorough ox - study by Garrick and
three times more in We also depend heavi- a!ilium tion, further inRegua. high school

Clemens gives
White Sox gift
on his birthday
'Al' his 24th
birthday, lioston's
Roger Clemens
presented the Chicago
White i-zox with a win.

-•It's the type of game
I like to he involved in..'
Clemens said, "But I
hate, to give things away
like that."

Clemens. despite the,
—.I was my birthday
and I guess I'm suppos- loss. lowered his leagueed to get the presents, leading ERA to 2.41. He
but it didn't work out struck out six, raising
that way.
Clemens his AL-best total to 165,
said Nfonday night after • and walked none.
his throwing error in the
The loss trimmed
eighth inning set up the Boston's
lead in the
game's only run.
American League East
Clemens, 17-4, finish- to 31 2 games over
e(l with a four-hitter'. Baltimore, which routed
But his overth row , Toronto 12-2.
along with it combined
three -hitter by Jose
I)
eo n
nd t wo
relievers. helped
Chicago win at I.-vim-ay
Park.

In other AL action,
Minnesota edged
California 6 -5 .
Milwaukee beat New
York 5-4 and Seattle,
rallied past Oakland 9-S.

Youngest winners
Of the Cy Young Award
Fernando Valenzuela
Dodgers (19811
Dwight Gooden
Mets 1 851
Vida Blue
As 1 711
Dean Chance
Angels 1 641
Jim Lonborg
Red Sox I 671
Denny McLain
Tigers ( 681
Tom Seaver
Mets 691
,Don Drysdale
Dodgers (621
Denny McLain
Tigers I 691

20
21
22

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

we're

p
ift
betW f• e 0
sexes and sports
II ugh school maI.''see're injured most eel ei;
Playing football or
wrestling followed by injuries in track and field
basketball. SOC1:121: and
baseball
Females, on the other
hand. were at nicest risk
playing sottball. follow ed by injuries in gymria:-4ics. track and field,
crOSS country. and
basketball.
Relatively few injuries %Vert' eXIM.Tletit'tqi
c - cc iii

-by

!WU St.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
•LAI"
"SOW

901 SYCAMORE

LINDY SUITER

-

woe

753-8355

tr

•

BASEBALL STANDINGS
MAE PLIC AN it AGUE
E ast E5w.1.4011
W

West 04141540,1
L

Pct

521

NI4.84.1.4
Monday s Games

West Do..slon

ri,

_

I- • .••

i•
I.•••• NLIK..1.-- 7
_

Willie pa T-

pat mg In I en n s
swim in ing. a .14.d
volleyball
This study did not suggest that high risk
"ports he avoided, but
instead I prriuraged preonditnnilng armn
strengthening So that injuries can be prevented.
Hopefully, over the
next several months.
our column will discuss
ntiMerotis sports
medicine injuries and
problems. If you have. a
quetinri----prsrt hient to
sports medicine please
forward it to: lir. Steve
Henry. reti2 Tyler
rk .
Louisvill.
e.. Ky. 1412111.
We. will be happy to include. your question in a
future article.
Next SS t't - k.
W I
diStliSs. -Heat -Exhaustion and Injury. a problem seen commonly on
the football practo •
field in August.
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AmerKan League
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. §YCAMORE
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SCHOOLPECI

753-8355

LS

Men, women & children can take advantage of this super
sport shoe special on great
styles for Back-to-School. They're the shoes you want for casual
wear or outdoor activities. Buy
now at a savings you can appreciate.

Select From Over 100
Styles Of Shoes

4

20 Ati070

22
24
24
24
25
25'

'Tied for the award with
the Orioles. Mike Cuellar
Grapr..c

I.

TUESDAV, AUGUST 5, 1988

Fernando Vaienzuela
MacMillan Baseball Encyclopedia

A TRUCK
YOU CAN LIVE WITH

1:11' 'Ne1114vAnkiK,.

Milimat=a0

Select From These Famous Name Brands:
-v

1/ Reebok
1986 GMC TC10903
V-6, A/T, P S
$10,085.00

TRUCKS-TRAILER/WU-HSI INC.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372

vNike vTurntec iSaucony
/
1 New Balance vBrooks iConverse vSpot-Bilt

DigNmsohl-HUNT Spng G°°'
1203 Chestnut

"Everything for that SPORT in YOUR life."

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

753-8844

•

-•01

,ns-f-•••

-eV
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Your Individual Horoscope Frances Drake

Police say
pilot dead
after crash

What kind of day will tomorrow be" To find out what the
stars say, read the
forecast

given for your birth sign
FOR WEDNESDAY. AU(;US7 l 19:46

ARIES

the- t.verurig out with a romantic
mterest.

21 to Apr 19)
It may be your turn to offer a
special invitation to either a coworker or a family member. but
accent charm rather than aggressiveness.

(Mar

TAURUS

CANCER

(June 21 to luly 22)
e money with shrewd

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Inclined
roadway
5 Scottish caps
9 Stuff
12
vera
13 Disturbance
14 Native metal
15 Funeral car
1' Father
18 Sn is its
symbol
19 Ward off

-ex

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

41 Click beetle
42 Claw
44 Hebrew
month

mw•ATI--.TE
P0 L

.46 Indefinite

duration

27 Near
28 Pamphlet
29 oune dog
31 Not new
34 Maiden loved

'ID I

110
- E S
S TATU
5 Inclination
6 Three-toed
sloth
7 Cleaninrg
device
8 Pierce
9 Idaho or

DOWN

by Zeus

35 Lockjaw
38 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
39 Underdone
1

2

1 Cheer
2 Stout
3 Extinct
flightless bird
4 Ideal
4

3

5

12

6 ' 8

9

13

15

14

18

16
19
24

23

20

30

29

34

35
4i

45

44

48

31

36

40

11

UU
UU

42

32

33

38

3'

UU

10

27

26

28

39

22

21

25

41

46

49

50
ill

52'

53

59

60

63

64

54

II
55

56

61

cite

" I *S M
S * E -A M
E•elT:E
T A I

51 Skidded
52 Emmet
53 As tar as
55 Makes
suitable
59 High card
b0 entOurage
62 Seep through
63 Conducted
64 Ceremony
65 Remain

-23 Farm vehicle

0

O R

48 Musical
pitches

57

58

62

UUU
UUU65UUU

baked
10 Dry
11 Lairs
16 Occupying a
chair
20 Leaves
22 Babylonian
deity
23 Mix
24 Malay canoe
25 Sue god
26 Hurry
30 Malodorous
32 Contraband
33 Negate
36 Pedal digit
37 Heelless
footwear pl.
40 Needed
43. Chinese
distance
measure
45 Exist
47 Raise the
spirit of
48 South African
Dutch
49 Single time
58 Headliner
54 Japanese
sash.
56 Teacher's
• -favorite
57 Chinese
pagoda ,
58 The
firmament
61 Latin
conjunction

eh

PISCES

Wee
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
melee
Though some recreation now will
4k4initely-give you a lift regarding
mental work. goofing off will leave
you with a backlog of tasks to
complete.
Y011 BORN TODAY have a strong
need for home, yet are also adventurous. The pace of the stock exchange
may well appeal to you. You're not
afraid to take a chance, but at times
you also waste opportunities. You
usually do well in creative areas,
especially acting,• dancing and writing. Be careftij of a'tendency to
exaggerate .now and then. What you
learn from experience often conflicts
With your principles, yet out of this
contradiction is born your philosophy
of life. Birthday of: Lucille Ball,
actress; Robert Mitchum, actor; and
Louella Parsons. gossip columnist.

&co:- .".•R)
E.-7
.5ORR`f
5
51\
UJITH YOUR

1M LATE
SUPPER
DIDN'T REALIZE WHAT
TIME IT WAS...

Tr {--

I CAN'T BELIEVE I'M
STANDING VIERE LETTING
MYSELF 13E BAWLED OUT
BY A STOMACH

q-77
:
C

lilT

HERE.b
-;.-; FOR
bUP'...r- CAMP
e:OR TEENAGE GIRLb

IT bi-ei'S THEY TEACH
YOU TO LIVE IN TI-E
1NILDERNEbb WITH
ONLY THE THREE
ELEMENTS OF bURVIVAL

,V

zira.
t
986 Unated Festure Syndlicate,Inc

PC 400 KNOW WHAT
THESE ARE, GARFIELD!)

(
Air

• /

AND 120 YOU KNOW
WVIAT THEY'RE roFt?

Wednesday .s

Tot's Day
Spec,ai Packages
Spec.a1 Prices

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY

To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Martha Layne Collins, Governor
Honorable George H. Weaks, County Judge/Executive
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
We have examined the statement of assets, liabilities, and fund
balances arising from cash transactions of Calloway County as of June
30, 1985, and the related statement of cash receipts, cash disbursements,
and changes in cash balances for the year then ended. We also examined the Sheriff's settlement - 1984 taxes for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1985. Our examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards and, accordingly, included such
tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as
we considered necessary in the circumstances.
The-eeunty-eloes net maintain a general-fixed-asset-group-of accounts.
Therefore, our examination could not include this group of accounts.
We did not conduct a study and evaluation of internal accounting control as we concluded that the audit could be performed more efficientl
y
by expanding substantive audit tests. Therefore, we placed very little
reliance on the internal accounting control system.
As recommended by the State Local Finance Officer, pursuant to Kentucky Revised Statute(KM)88.210, the accompanying financial statements are prepared on a cash basis. Consequently, certain revenues
and
the related assets are recognized when received rather than when
earned, and certain expenses are recognized when paid rather than
when
a liability is incurred. Accordingly, the accompanying financial
statements are not intended to present financial position and results
of
operations in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
.
In our opinion, except for the exclusion of the general fixed asset account group, the accompanying financial statements present fairly the
assets, liabilities, and fund balances arising from cash transactions of
Calloway County at June 30, 1985, and its cash receipts and
disbursements, and the Sheriff's 1084 taxes charged, collected, and
distributed during the year then ended, in conformity with the accounting system described above, applied on a basis consistent with that of
the preceding year.
The accompanying additional information, provided on Schedules
A
through C. is not necessary for a fair presentation of the financial
statements, but is presented as additional analytical data. This infor_
mation has been subjected to the tests'and other auditing procedur
es
applied in the examination of the financial statements mentioned above
.
and, in ouropinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation
to the financial statements taken as a whole.
We also conducted tests of compliance with state and federal laws and
regulations including federal revenue sharing requirements enumerat
ed
in-the CAmirfientary on the Audit Requirements of the 1980 Amendme
nts
to.the State and Local Fiscal Assistance( Act issued by the Office
of
Revenue Sharing. Unless otherwise noted below, the tested items were
in compliance with applicable state and federal laws and regulatio
ns.
During our examination, nothing came to our attention to cause us
to
believe that the untested items were not in compliance.
As in prior years, we found the county's accounting procedures and
compliance policies in good order. We wish to commend the county
for
Its effort and urge that similar efforts be made in the future.
Mary Ann Tobin
State Auditor of Public Accounts
The above transmittal letter accompanied the audit report presented
to fiscal court and is published pursuant to KRS 43.090(2).
Copies of the complete audit report are available upon request by contacting the State Auditor of Public Accounts, Suite 158, Capitol
Annex.
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
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THE-Gold Nugget,

BOARD certified
family physician desires clinical assistant
for office. Will consider
RN. LPN, Medical assistant or certified
practitioner. Reply to
P.O. Box 1040-13.
Murray. KY.
1)0 you need a Job and

west
side of square.
Mayfield. Ky. 247-6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold. 14kt. gold chains-We sell for less
guarantee it.'" Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler
BARRETT s Service
Center has economy
mufflers for $21.95 installed. 200 N. 4th St .
Murray. Ky 753-6001.

Sunshine
Center
Fall
Registration
Age 2-5

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE HERE!

'State license
'Sequential
Curriculum
*Tuition $30 per week

753-1916
I WANT A HOME...

WHERE 0117 I

I WANT BABIES • • •

GO WRONG?

VISA- Mastercard tee
your card today No one
refused. Call iretunda•
i 1-518-459-3546 Ext
C-e27 for info. 24 HRS

I WANT A MAN TO
KICK AROUND

as tt

r-LP

•
HE DIDN'T WANT -ro ,
STEPPED ON
MV SKATEISOARD
IN 'THE DARK
OUT HE

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.
l'osITIoNS open

it

personal care home:
PRN orderly and janitor. occasional outside
and yard worker. l'RN

A MASKED MAN„ A

THE GARDEN
HE SAYS 17'5

ALL RIGHT,'

vitrXL IN

.

May 16, 1986

PAMS Cake Hut- Htle11
you need a cake for any
reason call Pam's Cake
Hut. Their cakes are
always fluffy & moist
and iced with a butter
cream icing matte front
scratch. Their decorating us superb Best of all
their prices are great.
So give us a call We
promise you'll be glad
you did
759-1492 or
437-4455 evenings_

Call
4.1A goLA)

.1"

Caseol Anna,
sere 1511
Fran/Wort, KY 40601
502 5644226
800372 2510
502 5644333 (Res I
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WHEN I 6E1-THEM

C

OTICE

COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY

I KNOW

ce14
THE REST
OF MY
LIFE?

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club

DOGGIE WHACKERS

DO)

•

BELLA WHAT
AM I GONG
TO PO WITH

Aaron Brett Herndon
31
/
2 Months Old Son of
Randy & Judy Herndon

CLASSIFIED

•

4IM

-1110,

753-0035

)

LEGAI.

MARY ANN TOBIN

TRENTON. Ky. I Al'
- 1.'ederal authorities
planned to investigatc
LEO
today a plane crash that
(July 23 to Aug 22)
killed the atrcraft's soli
Quiet pursuits afford the most occupant, state policc
pleasure now, even though you may
feel otherwise. Stress cooperation on sa id
An autopsy wa...
the job. Watch temperament.
schedule
d today on thc
VIRGO
man who died after thc
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
A confidential chat with a friend single -seat. single
may be on your agenda. A tendency -engine plane apparently
to escapism needs to be checked. You went out of control in
may buy some clothes for yourself.
mid.air, officials said.
LIBRA
Todd County Coroner
(Sept. 23 to(141.22)
Jim Shemwell declined
Business doesn't mix with pleasure
and there may be tension. between a to identify the victim.
Friend and a family member. Still, his age and his
hometown this morning.
socializing is favored tonight.
pending not ifIca t ion ot
SCORPIO
relatives.
wee 23 to Nov.21)
The plane landed in a
You should listen to a friend's remote area of Todd
advice about a career concern. Don't County, about six miles
act without sufficient forethought south of
Trenton and
and planning.
about two miles north of
SAGITTARIUS
gig the TennesSee•
(Nov_22 flee
Travel leads to new friendships and Kentuf7y Tine. stafe
may have business overtones. Plan on police said.
saving money today instead of State police said they.
spending. Impulse buying tempts you. received a call about
CAPRICORN
p.m. Monday that the
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
wreckage had been
You could get yourself in financial found neat Kentucky
hot water today. Keep partners
abreast of your plans and stay in 104. The plane did- not
burn. Madisonville post
touch with business advisers.
dispatcher Jim Hendrix
AQUARIUS
said.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A tendency to take others for
Federal Aviation Adgranted needs to be watched. You ministration officials
better not assume too much. Keep the are expected to look Intl}
lines of communication open.
the matter. he said

Shopping for personal items is all
right now, but in business watch
iudgment Avoid risk-taking and tak
mg things for granted.

LEGAL NOTICE

AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

bargaining today, but you're quite
willing to spend it on an extravagance. Are you sure that's what you
want to do?.

GEMINI
(May 2I to June 20)

rer

(Apr. 20 to May 20)
More time should tw devoted to
_family now. Keep in touch with
relatives at :4 distance You will spend

LEGAL NOTICE

•14ours
6:30am 5.15pm
-Call Now-

753-6695 or 753-8945
Limited enrollment
Deadline Aug 15. 1986
Hwy 94 El mile from city krrIltS

Help Wanted

hope for the future? We
now have 5 openings
that include training
and placement.. You
may qualify if you don't
have a GED or High
'-School diploma and
have been mg of school
9 months or more and
are between ages of 16 8r
22. Call us at JTPA
753-9378 Monday-Friday
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed . payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332. 3418 Enterprise. Ft. Pierce, Fl
33482.
EXCELLENT income
for part time home
assembly work. For
Info. call 504-641-8003
Ext. 8047.
BABYSITTER needed 7
hours a day. References
required. Call 762-4798
after 6p.m.

6

Help Wanted
RTIsT model Deeart meet (if Art
Part
nine Salary $5.114i per
hour Experience in
artistic ,sensitivity

preferred Work will be
assigned at-cording to
need for models for fall
semester 1986 Contact
Department of Art.
Murray. Ky 42071 502762.37x4 E0E. M

nurses aide Apply in
Person at Fern Terrace
Lodge. Murray Ky
REPS needed for busiBARRETT'S Service
ness accounts. Fullnierferr 21211c to-at y -duty ee.tim- S61).000-5110.6-60
Monroe shocks tor $8.88
patt-time. 112.000-118.
;me N '4th SI . Murray.
new No selling, repeat
753-64511
business. Set your own'
hours Training prof' vided Call: 1-612-938Trade Commodity
68711. NI.F. ea.m. to
options on major ex5p m iCentral
standard Timei.
changes. Limited
Unlimited
EXPERIENCED over
risks.
the road .truck driver.
profit 'potential.
Must tie at least 25 yrs
Speculative or hedge
of age & 2 yrs over the
road verifiable Call
accounts
For info, or price
quotes call
EXPERIENCED cutter
--.-DeekHoesker--gruglutg person &ride&
Pay depends on exIntroducing &
perience. Send resume
Orakar at
P 0 Box 310rTG.
502-71134204
Pants. TN 8A242

Ladies need some
extra income? Enjoy Christmas? We
have the perfect
party plan for you!
No investment'
Free training' For
more information
247-4456 9 a.m.-5
p.m. or 753-7377
after
6
and
weekends.
JOIN the staff of
Maurices. Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center.
Murray. New. exciting,
contemporary fashion
store. Maurices needs
part time & full time
sales people. Must be
ambitious, enthusiastic.
minded & have
• fashion
sales ability 10-35 hours
per ,week Excellent
salaty & benefits. Call
for more inform...tenon.
Ansa MINTY •
NON smokitig_satgr_jor_
4yr,' old.
7 3 Oa .m -3 30p m
Mon -Fri Light
housework. Call 753.
0372

6 Help Wanted
SOMEONE with excellent references to keep
my child on days she is
not in school Call
759-10tr7.
COULD

you

use extra

Christmas ni oney'
Ladies or students to
fief") a ite direct sales

Can earn up to $200 per
week Send name &
phone number to Box
2507 University Station..
Murray.
SALES position- an
exciting way to meet
new people & make
good money. 5 positions
open for the Murray
area. Starting eeekly
salary $200 plus commission for those who
qualify. We train
Must
have own transporta-

tion. Call 753-0229 for
appointment
L.A. ROCKS
Take this job
and love it.
Looking for three
sharp individuals who
must be 17 and older,
single send ready to
start work today.
Travel major US cities
and resort areas, including California, Las
Vegas and Florida
beaches.
No
experience necessary, 3
week on job training
program
with all
travel expenses paid,
blue jean, T-shirt type
conditions, make this
lob highly desirable
for the younger set.
For a job that is fun
and different see
Saundra Myers at Holiday inn Tuesday from
2 p.m. to 6 p.m. only.

No phone calls please.
Parents welcome at
Interview.
WANTED- part time
sales help Excellent
commission. Work your
own hours Teacher.
coaches especially attracted to one company
pleas respon to P 0
Box 630, Murray KV if
Interested,
9 Situation Wanted
A.N. I-4 1.47•A P P 44-- veteran seeks full-time •
manual_lahnz__ emptily,
ment Jot? training
provided through
W.A.T.C.H. with partial
reimbursement to the
employer Call 159196.5

TUESDAY, AUGUST 5, 1968

CLASSIFIEDS
9. Situation

Wanted

24
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Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

Miscellaneous

27 Mobile Homes for Sale
32. Apts for Rent_ 43.
Real Estate
49
Used Cars
52 Boats Motors
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
12x60. 2BR. central air
2 BR duplex with car
ing. $5 hour. Excellent with camera. 2 weeks
kOPPE
RUD
Realty 1984 DATSI•N` 3007,X, 14 FT Dura-Craft alum
4 & heat, some furniture. port on Stadium View
(A...mi.:NT finishing. MOODY'S Mower
references. 435-4338.
offers
a
complete
range blue, ac, am fm
program capacity with Lake area. Call
boat with carpet ped patio
Dr Central heat and of Real Estate
pickup and
services stereo, 14,000 actual seats, trolling motor 2 eways sidewalks. driv. Repair
wireless remote. $800. 753.4445.
air, all appliances, with a wide
Call 753-0629
delivery
All work
selection of miles. Call 753-9240.
Call
753-4981.
batteri
es.
25
h
p
1970
1 4 . want to Buy
SCHEVELLE, 12865, carpeted. Deposit re
CONTRACTOR
car- guaranteed Call 753
quality home in the city 1985 GMC S15, $5500. Evinrude
COUCH $50. chair $10. 3 BR, gas appliances. quired
electric
start
pentry. painting Big or 5668
. No pets. & in the county. All
WILL buy junk cars & Jr. golf clubs $25. Call good condition,
has to be
Married couples price ranges Phone 1974 455 Formula, like Heavy duty trailer. small we do it all
MOWING. hauling,
trucks. Call 753-3633.
new.
1979
$1200
753-0273.
Chrysler
Also.
New
Ruger
Red
moved. $2.500. 436-2559.
Quality work done for bushes &
preferred. Available 753-1222 for courteous.
trees pruned
Yorker,
Label
S2800.
ii.
u
Honda
shotgun.
FIREWO
20
OD
for
sale. 1982 14870. 2 large
less Free estimates
Sept 1. Call 753 1799 competent Real Estate
16. Home Furnishings
or removed, spray un
50, $200. 1985 Yamaha 80 ga skeed skeet 753- 489-2663
Need winter firewood bedrooms. 2 full baths. after 5:3Qp.m.
service.
We
wanted
make buy- 4 -wheeler. S750. Piano /4987
weeds, etc Call
13EAUtIFUL queen now? Call D.W.
Fox large kitchen and liing
ing & selling Real $100. Call 759-9673.
ENCF. sales at Sears 759 4808 or 759 9661 7
size waterbed with 753-8568.
room,
newly
decorated
.
34.
Estate
Houses
easy
for
for
Rent
you.
custom upholstered
now Call Sears 753-2310 evenings per week
'66 NOVA 4 door. 6 53 Services Oltered
headboard & sides. Call USED aluminum Call 489-2813.
I BEDROOM house at REPOSSESSED homes cylinder. automatic
2 MEN want to do yard tor tree estini:ite for ODD iob specialist,
from
Gov't 'from $1.00 Collectors item. Call work
your needs
753-9475.
Irrigation pipe. 3" thru 1984 14870 PARTIALLY
ceiling fans, electrical,
Hamlin. Private drive
Tree trimming.
plumbing. fencing You
EARLY Americn .style 10", plastic roll-out furnished, 2 BR, 2 bath. with lake access. Fur- plus repairs.' taxes. 753-8695.
rrERING by Sears
removal of unwanted
Throug
hout KY/- '78 OLDS Royale,
dinette set- table with 4 pipe. Brannan Irriga- See at Mobile Home nished with central heat
trees Is shrubbery, mow Sears Continuous gut- name it, I do it You
good
Village, B-6. 753-7624 & air. $200 per month. Nationwide! Also tax condition. Call 436-2119 yards, light
chairs, simulated wood tion 314-246-2240.
You
hauling & ters installed for your buy, I install
grain formica top, ex- WE have a few new after 5p.m.
$200 deposit. Call 436- properties. 216-453-3000, after 5p.m.
wood for sale Free specifications Call break, I fix Call 436
Ext.
H947.
cellent condition; col- push mowers left at LIKE new. 1983 2811 after 6p.m.
'84 MAZDA RX.. red, estimates. 753.000 or Sears 753-2310 for free 2868 evenings
onial love seat & coffee bargain prices- includ- Buckaneer double-wide. SMALL
.stiniate
ps. pb, ac. AM -FM 759-1683.
furnished, 2 BR 4 4 . Lots for Sale
table. Call 759-1396.
ing the new Hi-Wheel on nice lot, wood stor- home, next
stereo cassette. In per- A LI. type masonry HAMILTON Cultured
to UniversROOFING
KING size water bed, Push! Stokes Tractor age building also. Call ity. $175 per month,
fect condition. 20.xxx work. bldck, brick. Marble. tops sinks
$100
Price reduced on
Metal
& Shingles
759-1293.
dark pine, cannonball 4 753.1319 Industrial Rd
panels,
custom made
miles. 753-9461 after concrete. driveways.
deposit. Call 753-8835
nice 2 & /
Aluminum & Vinyl
1
2 acre
poster .with motionless
SEVERAL 10' Az 12' between 9a-.m.-noon. 6p.m.
sidewalks. patios, house vanities Free Est 753
mattress & heater, deck
mobile homes. Ideal for TWO bedroom,
Siding
foundations
wooded lot. 4 mi.
new 9400
garage,
with 6 drawers. Used
lake or rental, furnished
chimney
HOUSE building, re
s
or
chimney
Free estimates.
utility, stove, refrigeraeast
of Murray turn
two months. Excellent
or unfurnished. AC. tor, married couples
repair 25 years ex
modeling, storage
only,
Call
McDoug
on
condition. $300. 759-9856
al
Negotiable. 753-5209.
Rd.
759-1600
perience
buildings, driveway
es
no pets. deposit reafter 5p.m.
TIDWELL. the Rolls ferences. Call 492-8594.
timates Call Charles •sealing For all your
753-9572
KKOETILER couch &
Royce of mobile homes
Barnett 75:1.5476
building & home repairs SEWING Machine 4e
pair
All makes and
DON'T miss this opporand lot for sale to best
call
ALI
types
Duncan's Con
of
roofing
-36. For Petit
Good, Bad,
taalA --tunny to
bidde-r. Call 492-8883.
W H- I R L "P 0 0 L
dustrial Bag closing
EXTRA nice, large. 4 acres only 1.2 mile
MICROWAVE ovens as
ditions. Phone 753-8709 INSULATION blown in
No
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
machines Also scissor
BR house to responsible from lake. The location
or 437-4890.
low as $4 per week; 25"
by Sears
TVA ap
sharpening 40 yrs
Magnavox color TV as
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or family. Appliances. No is on KY 1918 near
APPLIAN
proved
CE
REPAIR Save on those
No. Int.
experience All work
pets. References. Call Hamlin and Pine Bluff.
low as $7 per week.
unfurnished. some new
Factory authorized for high heating and cool
All it takes is a small
Kenneth
Whirlpool automatic
furniture, natural gas. 753-7457.
Bankrupt
Tappan. Kelvinator and ing ,bills Call Sears guaranteed
Barnhill
753 2674.
electric, air con- LARGE mobile home down payment and $141
washer as low as $6 per
Brown. Service on gas 753 2310 for free
Stella, Ky
We carry the note
week; Whirlpool re
ditioned. Shady Oaks lot for rent. $40 per per month for 36
and electric ranges. estimate.
month. No small chil- months. This is at the
753-5209.
frigerator as low as $8
microwaves. dis- J L McKnight 8. Sons SUMMER. is the time to,
Call
Sammy
low interest rate of 8,',
either deadwood. or
per week. Goodyear
hwashers. re- Sawmill on Poor Farm
FOR rent- 2 BR trailer. dren. Call 489-2440
owner financing. Ken
frigerators. et.- Earl Rd Buyer of standing_ remove diseased an
753 0595
753-6448 (_!?
$125 a month, water
37. -Livestock-Supplies
e s- E-s t a-te8-.d.-or- anwanied -:trees
Lin eitt-.-- -11:14,69547---or-- 753. ThmTher Call 753
furnished. Call 4:16-2332
7528
19 Farm Equipment
For all your needs call
or 436-2328.
SIMMENTAL and 753-7531.
FOR sale- Semi trucks. 5341.
JOINER'S complete Bover's
4-WHEEL trailer. exTree Service
usedtrucks & parts. APPLIANCE
NICE 2 BR trailer. near Simbrah bulls. Per- 45. Farms for
tree
service.
32 yrs
Sale
tremely heavy duty
Call for prices- Duke Is SERVICE
Kenmore. experience. Also, the professionals at
Murray. No pets. Call formance & semen Approx 30
ACRES,
753 0338
Call 436-2879.
tested. Excellent qualRiley Trucking, Salv- We
489-2611.
stumps meihanically
some timber, mostly
WET BASEMENT 1 We
Whirlpool 23 years
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz.
age
yard
&
garage.
removed
tillable. 7 miles north of
10" below make
20. Sports Equipment
30. Business- Rentals
Ky. 522-8794.
experience Parts and surface
wet basements
South
Fulton.
TN
901Murray. Call 753.2861.
Call 753 0366
REMINGTON Special
dry Work completely
service. Bobby Hopper.
479-1894.
OFFICE space in
40 ACRES 5 miles from
LEE'S
CARP
ET
purpose 3- magnum. LARGE, large, large
guaranteed
Call or
MUST -sell '79 Malibu. Bob's Appliance Ser- CLEANI
Southside Shopping
town in Cherry Corner
NG
For all write Morgan
26" full choke, excellent selection of storage
38. Pets-Supplies
vice, 202 S. 5th St
Con
Center. Call 753-4509
community, 39 acres '80 AMC Spirit. sharp. Business
your
carpet
&
upholst
condition. $325. Call buildings in stock for
struction Co Rt 2, Box
753.4,
-72. 436753-6612.
AKC Chihuahua. male. tillable, wooded build- Come see. make offer.
ery
cleaning
For
a
753-0919.
immediate delivery.
free
5848 I home .
409A, Paducah, K
Call 489-2266.
OFFICE space- 1 year 3 yrs. old. $50. Light red ing site. 3/10 mile road
REMINGTON 7400 .270 Acree Portable
42001 or call 1 442 7026
APPLIANCE repair. estimate call 753 5827
poodle. 1 yr. old, proven frontage on good
lease minimum
more
Satisfied
reference
s
Building
s,
Mayfiel
50 Used Trucks
2x-7x scope, sling &
d.
washers. dryers.
WILL do bushhogging
if needed). 1 private stud. $50. Call 436-2901.
blacktop
road.
choice
Ky.
502-247-78
LICENSE
31.
Electrici
D
swivels, recoil pad,
an and order gardens Call
1954 (=MC heavy duty refrigerators- ranges. for resident
office. 1 receptionist AKC registered Lab property. 753-3187.
MOVING
ial and 753 8590.
excellent condition,
sale house full office,
pickup, 6 cyl • 3 spd . air tiond. George Hodge commerc
1 bath-, storage puppies, yellow $100 and
of furniture, electric
ial Heatihg
$350. 753-0919..
runs good, good tires, & Son, 10 Dixieland and
room, 1 parking space. chocolate $200. Phone 46. Homes for Sale
air
condition, gas
TROPHIES and keyboard, 3 boats. free city parking
new rear shocks. S600.. Shopping renter, 753. installati
next to 527-9903.
2 BEDROOM, well inon and repair
4669.
• plaques now at Faye's. stereo, school ring al- office. Utilities
Call 7591812.
fur.
BRITTAN
Y
pups.
AKC
sulated.
Phone
frame, near
753 7203
trophies lettered free. most new wedding rings fished. $250
1974 FORD F-600 Call CARPET installation,
per month. registered, champion lake, wood stove,
753-6438.
ref.,
MOBILE HOME
514 Main. 753-7743.
professional service
Write P.O. Box toto-tt„ lines, 8 months old. 2 range. washer.
753-5933carpet.
CRYTES Used Office Murray.
Also repairs:. Satisfac- Specialist Repair 'and
Ky. for more orange & white males. t storm & screen
2 2 . Musical
s. 1982. CHEVROLET tion guaranteed Glenn preventative rrainteni
Furniture, 1016 Jeffer- information
liver & . white males. 621.000. 502-376-2379.
Silverado
.
White..
blue
ance_:i ROOS, - floors,
.USED piano, good con- son St... Paducah, KY.
Bebber 7594247.
William Wesley 901-692- 3 BR,
1 1/2 bath. interior. - 2;4 ton, nice DAVE'S Window plumbing, vv-irinq.
dition for practice, 442-4302.. Desks, chairs, 32. Apts for Rent
Installing
city
3268 after 5p.ny daily. 'central
truck.
Call
753.7409.
heat & air,
being student or en- files and much moreCleaning Residential. hurricang straps. 759
anytime Sat. 8z Sun.'
sewer,
1
apt.",
BR
$120
month.
a
water lines
1984
CHEVY. Van. commercial."
storm windows. TVA
4850
joyment, holds tune Good quality used
one
Is two
2 blocks from Univers- REGISTERED " English approved wood • stove. Bristol coach conver& septic tanks. All
well. 753-529'3 or, furniture.
story. References 10', PAINTING
Paper
Setter puppies. out of new roof & paint,
436-2399.
out- sion, dual air, color Senior Citizen discount.
.PROTECT your in- ity. 1628 Miller.'753-3415,
types
hanging,
commeric
backhoe
al
or
good stock. Call buildings. fruit trees.
after 5p.ni. 753-7123.
TV..
C.B.. excellent 753-9873 or
9
vestment put a rubber
436-5836
residential. Free es
work.
.53-9350_
24. Miscellaneous
acres. $35,500. 8 miles condition. 48.xxx miles DOW NE 1 S
bed mat in your new 2 BEDROOM duplex in
Cement timates. References. 25
north . of Murray. Kop- 753-6508 after 6p_m.
12815 RIG. green, good pick-up truck. Stokes Northwood. Appliances. 40
Finishing. 1-7 years vears experience,
Produce
carpet. central heat &
perud Realty or 1984 NISSAN King- Cab experience. Free
condition. cheap. Can Tractor 753-1319.
es- Tremon Farris 759 1987
30 Years Experience
air. Energy efficient
Deluxe. 40,000 mi . 5 timates.
753-5812.
be seen 805 S. 9th St.
RON'S Muffler will
Call 753.I.,543 or ROOFING, Siding,
speed:
air,
extra
ATTRAC
TIVE
3
bedANTIQI F:S Market change your oil filter No pets. Call 753-7185.
753-1209.
Freestone
Concrete work, Ad
room. quiet residential wheels, extended
Sunday.' August 10. with tube. $14.95, heavy 2 BR brick duplex
ditions, Painting, 56 Free Column
street, well kept warranty & more
Cape Girardeau Arena Juty shocks., $15.90 in- Redecorated. Couples
General Carpentry
H EE black & white.
ALUMINUM
neighborhood. TVA $6.600. 753-3387.
Building. 9a.m. to 4p.m. stalled: mufflers. $26.95 preferred. No pets. 5250
Bisco variety
P.A. motony
long hair kittens Call
753 8628
month.
Call
753-6931.
1985
BRONCO
approve
II.
insulati
d
re,!
314-334-5153.
on,
installed. 400 N. 9th St.
SERVICE CO. Free Estimates.
None better for can75'3-5049
redecorated, carpet excellent conditi.m
NICE 2 BR apt. 1413
BALLOONS- we de- .53-3514.
Aluminum and vinyl
ning
freezing.
or
only
6500
Hillwood
througou
miles.
Dr.
new
t,
aut.i
$275
roof.
a
liver. Faye's- 514 Main. STOP by & see the new
siding. Custom trim
large yard. Mid $30's. mane. digital AM FM
753.7743.
BCS tiller for your fall month. Lease 8. deposit
Shupe-Dix Orchard
work. Roforonces.
cassette
stereo.
753-4643
511.500.
or
No
492-8465.
pets
0814.
Call
753
GRASS is growing & tilling. Stokes tractor.
Call Will Ed Bailey
12
miles
west
of
.53-7275
after
5:30p.m.
CEDAR
LOG HOMES
NICE 2 BR duplex with
will continue to grow Industrial Rd 753-1319.
753-0689
Murray on Hwy. 94.
Northern white cedar. '70 FORD Van. $650 or
carport in private area,
this summer! Swap for
Turn south at HarNo rot, no bugs. You best offer. Fishing boat GENERAL HOME
TV Radio
appliances furnished
a new wheel horse now. 26
build or we build. with motor. $125. Call REPAIR. 15 years expoles Store, % mile
Prices will never be FISHER 19" color T.V. No pets. Call 753 3343.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
901-644-9052 Brenda 753-8169.
perience. Carpentry
lower! Instant credit! with stereo. 2 months 1 or 2 bedroom Apart
look for signs.
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
8,
Munson.
'75 FORD Conversion concrete, plumbing,
90 days same as cash! old. Call after 5p.m. ment near downtown
OVER
382-2849
FOR sale by owner- 3 Van, front Is rear air, roofing. siding. NO JOB
Stokes Tractor, Indust- 762-6105.
Murray. Call 753 4109 or
20 YEARS
bdrm.. 1 bath, full $2,650. Call 753-4445.
TO SMALL Free es.
rial Rd. 753-1319.
762 6650.
EXPERIENCE
basement
garage.
,
'77
FORD
timates.
Econoline
on
753.6973.
Days
150
GUN cabinet, new hand 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
SOLID WOOD CABINETS••
ONE bedroom Duplex 41
Public Sales
1.2 acre lot, northeast window van, ps. pb. ac. nights 474-2276.
RAISED PANEL DOORS
crafted, all wood, 10 10855 TRAILER. fully Apartment, near down
edge of city limits. A stereo throughout van
Birch • OM • Walnut • Cherry •
GENERAL Building
rack. $300. Call 502-492- carpeted. 2 BR. new town. $140 per month, One
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
bargain at $36.000. Call Excellent condition. Cali
Repair. 20 years ex
8358.
underpinning, water year lease. Deposit No
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
753.9553after 2p.m. 753-4339.
perience. Roofing &
IT'S not to early to think pipes & sewer _pipes
pets. Call 753 3913.
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
•
LOG home on Ky. Lake, SHARP 1979 CJ-7 jeep. patnting. indoor & outabout your chain saw electric wire, touch, TAKING applications
COMPETITIVE Mai Drop By IL Soo Ovr Display
•
approxim
ately
V-S.
3
2625
speed
door.
sq.
Odd
jobs,
with
job
No
hard
needs for fall wood kitchen table & chairs, for Section 8. Rent
Sunbur
•
409
Circle
753-59
y
40
•
ft.,
story
2
tops.
with
new
small.
full
Thur.
to
474-8057
tires
Only
7 til
&
cutting! See us at air conditioner. $1500 or Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
•••••••• OOOOOOOOOOO ••
basement, large deck & wheels. Sanyo stereo. GREENHOUSES and
Stokes Tractor, Indust. best offer. Call 436-2931 BR. Apply Hilldale
North 4th St.
porch.
Extra
753-7161
lot.
Great
sun rooms, starting
nal Rd 753-1319
or 436.2332
Apts., Hardin, Ky
Old 641, 4th house
hovse for large family.
with your patio foundaEqual Housing
Campers
Mu%t sell. 436-2573 after 5 1
past radio tower on
tion. Enjoy the outside
Opportunity.
115 South 13th Street
8p.m.
weekends
or
.
PICKUP camper. all year. Custom built
left. Blue and white
HEARING
2 BR furnished apt. at
MOVING! Bright. stove, refrigerator. ener,gy saver homes.
Murray. Kentucky 42071
stonewa
re,
stone
Cypress Springs, by the
cheery, 3 BR. 1 1/2 electric monomatic
502-153-3492
Contracted or hourly So
MURRAY INDEPENDENT
jugs with advertising,
day, week or month. No
." ejftt.i
bath, central heat air, toilet, intercom. Call
lar home builders
.
40,.
pets. Call 436 2594 if no
BOARD OF EDUCATION
red
windows,
storm
wing crock,
Tripp Williams 753-0563
wood 436-2879.
answer 436 2231.
stove, dishwasher, new
••• e
quilts, old silver
The Murray Independent Board of Education
2 FURNISHED apart
roof, large family room.
dollars, proof sets,
will hold a public hearing in the Murray Board
ments, each $140 per
deck beneath trellis,
mint sets, old tin
of Education meeting room on August 14,
month, $100 deposit
asparagus bed, spacCall 753 8835 between
ious garden. 9 acres.
advertising, tin truck,
1986,at 7:30 p.m.for the purpose of hearing
9a.m. noon
North Calloway.
public comments regarding a proposed General
clothes, dishes, kraut
$35.500. Kopperud
MUR Cat, apts. Nor
SALES • RENTALS
Fund Tax Rate on real estate and tangible procutter,
old
egg
at.+10.
Realty
or 753-5812.
Inwood Dr47-1, 2 or 3 BR
Chemic
als•Maintenance
perty of 24.6 cents; a Special Voted Building
baskets. Avon botNICE, remodeled, 2
Now renting. ,Equal
Fund tax rate on real estate and tangible perstory older home on 1
Housing Opportunity ' tles, lots more.
acre lot within five
7591984,
sonal property of 8.1 cents.
miles of town. Large
The General Fund tax rate levied in 1985-86
pool and deck with
on real estate was 24.4 cents and produced
satellite. $31,000. Call
Newly decorated inside, conveniently
revenue of $304, 158.26 and tangible per753 6185.

WILL do general clean- BETA video system

FOR SALE

Look
Need Car

Sawmill slabs,
perfect for tobacco firing. $5.00
per bundle. 3
bundles will make
a BIG truck load.
Call before coming
to make sure there
will be someone to
load you.
Robert Cantrell
Palmersville, Tenn.
901-822-3685

Credit

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service. •

Sa

753-9224

Peaches

Onurrs

5 PARTY
YARD SALE

HOUSE AND LOT
FOR SALE BY OWNER
•

HONEST PERSON

sonal property of 26.3 cents to produce
revenue of $54,051.97. The proposed General
Fund tax rate on real estate of 24.6 cents is
expected to produce $318,142.31 for fiscal
year 1986-87. The proposed General Fund tax
rate on tangible personal property of 24.6
centsis expected to produce $62,344.86 for
fiscal year 1986-87. The Special Voted
Building Fund tax rate levied in 1985-86 on real
estate was 8.0 cents and produced revenue
of $99,724.02 and tangible personal property of 8.8 cents produced revenue of
$18,085.83. The proposed 1986-87 Special
Voted Tax rate on real estate of 8.1 cents is
expected to produce $104,754.18 and tangible personal property of 8.1 cents will produce
$20,528.19. The Compensating General Fund
tax rate on real estate for 1986-87 is 24.0
cents with revenue of $310,382.74 expected,
tangible personal property tax rate of 24.0
cents is expected to produce $60,824.25. The
Compensating Special Voted tax rate on real
estate is 7.9 cents with rwienue of
$102,167.65, and a tax rate of 7.9 cents on
tangible pinions' property will produce
revenue of $20,021.32. The General Fund tax
rate and Special Voted tax rate of 35.1 cents
on the motor vehicieassessment will generate
$92,527.67 in revenue for 1986-87.
The general areas to which revenue is-excess of 1985-86 revenue in the amount of
$32,034.13 Is to be allocated as follows: Ihstructional programs, aides, classroom supplies, equipment, ailed's, pupil transportation,
operation an _maintenance of plant, fixed
charges, buildings and grounds.
The General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement aqd the information
contained herein.

miimeslawnittanouswearesivegw•P••••""--

Up to $21,000 first year possible. National multi-million dollar corporation
now seeking key personnel to fill position in public relations sales department
calling on company accounts. We want
an honest, down to earth person for this
stable position. Rural back-ground
would be to your advantage but not
necessary. For confidential interview
call 1-800-432-7221.

WE OFFER
1. Excellent Salary
it
4
00
Is

2. Full Benefits
3. Advancement Based On Performance4 Comprehensive Training Program

WE DESIRE

Aggressive Hard Working
Individuals
gs1 2. Career Oriented People
3. Retail or Management
Experience
'
ASV
1.

4
01
‘
411110A
.A\smos.
‘
,.
1541•1°‘
Y110Xv
-

Applications Available 2-5 p.m.
ALSO AVAILABLE
Day and Night Shift
14itchen and Counter Positions

tr:AV&
ermas,.-‘ as,
, 7.-:s
•

It

•
•1111

„ilk%

'
'
,Iv:: •

Captain
D's
Seafood

•

45sfS•ACIP

49. Used Cars
1976 Bl ICE Regal. red
with white landau top,
sun roof. all extras,
90,000 miles. $2200. 7534358 after 5p.m.
1977 FORE) Pinto_ Call
759-4506.
1077 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, fully equipped.
Call 762-6105 after 5p.m.
1981 CHEVY Chevette. 4
door hatchback, auto. tilt
wheel. power and air.
59.000 miles. AM'FM
radio, like new tires.
Book Value $2.550, loan
.value 52.300. Will sell today for $1995. Call 4354338 anytime.
1981 MERCURY Capri.
low mileage. automatic.
Call 753-4023.
1982 BUICK Park
Avenue. diesel, excellent condition inside &
out. Approx 29 miles
per gallon on road.
61.000 miles. Asking
$4100 Call 492-8959
1982 CADILLAC Seville
Eleganfe. 4 -door''
AM FM stereo cass.
ette 50.0110 actual Miles

FOR SALE
1984 Cutlass
, Supreme
4dr . V-6. ex. condition, lot of options.
Call 489-2289
after 6 p.m.
VOR sale 1979 Pontiac
1,e Mans Clean' Phone
753-4647

located in city. Immediate possession.
Priced $32,000. call 753-5200 or 753-6612.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today
Up

Silver
359.60

Closed
Yesterday
Today
Down

813

TOMMY SANDERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
BROWN & BIGELOW

Specialty Advertising
(502) 753-3299

5 21

Opened

360.60
1.00

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

5.17
.04

Norman Rockwell Calendars - Balloons
Pens - Matches - Yearly Date Planners

4000 Specialty items to choose from

Compliments of:
VERNON S PAWN SHOP
713 S

12th Murray. Ky. 42071
753 7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Wg• loan money on anything of vaitot,
Hours 10 6 Daily Closed Sunday

FOR RENT
Available September 1
4080 sq. ft. building which
can be rented as 1 large
building or separated into 2
or 3 buildings. Each with entrance, front
window,
bathroom, central heat & air,
paneled
walls,_
spotlights, fully insulated.
$395.00 Tier section
Dixieland Center on Chestnut
adjacent to SMISU campus.
Call 753-3018

Lovely Gatesboro Tr -Level
Residence in immaculate condition. Newly carpeted throughout,
new central heating and cooling
system, built-in hot tub, attractively
decorated. Large backyard with
trees, garden area and covered
patio. Offered at $.7_41,59.0_,Owner
will_consider_trade.
Contact

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

t

•
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BID WITH THE ACES

OBITUARIES

8-5-8

THE ACES

South holds

BOBBY WOLFF

•Q 8 6 3
11,K Q 1073
•9 2

Mrs. Nora Dodd

4 106

Final rites for Mrs.
Mrs. Dodd. 92. Rt 4.
Nora Dedd were. Mon- Murray. died Sunday at
day at 2 p.m. in the 5:10 a.m. at Murraychapel of Blalock - Calloway. County
Coleman Funeral Hospital.
Home
She is survived by
John Dale and Dr. four daughters. Mrs.
Greg Earwood of- Winburn Alton and Mrs.
ficiated. Jerry Bolls Virginia Parker, Hazel.
directed the song and Miss Sylvia Dodd
service.
and Mrs. Amos Sumner.
Pallbearers were Max Murray: three sons.
Dodd. Thomas Dodd, Jack Dodd. Murray.
Ronnie Dodd. Delmer Clatus Dodd. Almont,
Dodd. Joel Sumner and
Mich.. and Deric Dodd.
I. ogan Dodd. a 11 Deming. N.M.: 25
grandsons.
grandchildren: 5ti greatBurial was in Old grandchildren: IS greatSalem Cemetery.
great-grandchildren.

"It is of great use to the sailor to
know the length of his line, though
he cannot with it fathom all the
depths of the ocean."
- John Locke.
Today's South lost sight of the
limitations of his trump suit. What
started out as a strong trump suit
was decimated because of a wayward finesse.
East signalled with his heart jack
at trick one and West continued
with his seven to East's ace. South
ruffed and crossed to dummy's club
queen to try the trump finesse. Had
it won, he intended to enter dummy
in diamonds to repeat the finesse.

Mrs. %raffle S. Stinker
Mrs Vallte S. Stinker.
formerly of Murray,
(111..1 today at 2 a in. at
Weste n /-1 apt ist
Hospital. Padut.ah. She
riad been a resident of
Superior °Cart. Home
Int Pailta.ah
Iler husband. the Rev
Slinker. died Oct.
p;. 197%, She was born
Fob. 9. 1902. in Green
County. Ky
She is siirviVed by
three daughter'.. Mrs

Mildred Robertson. In
7. Mtn.ray. Mrs. Victor
Mitchell.
I Lucille
Paducah. and Mrs.
Elsie Sayne.
Russellville; one son.
I. a r ra_ Sli.nk
Vandenberg. Calif.: one
sister. Mrs. Hattie
Vatic. Greensboro: four
grandchildren, six
great-grandchildren.
.1..H. Churchill
Funeral Home will be in
Charge of funeral and
Lariat arrangements

NORTH

Roby. Pearl, Miss., and
Robert S. Alford. Chattanooga. Tenn.
Also surviving are one
sister. Mrs. Lois Phelps.
Matheston. Miss.; onc
brother. Bill Alford
Jackson. Miss.: 1"
grandchildren: seven
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock
o1e m an
u Re r a 1
Home.
- Officiating will be the
R. J. Burpoe
Rev
Music will be provided
by the. Grace Baptist
Church Choir.
Buriiil will follow
Mecuiston Cemetery,
Friends may call at
the funeral home after -;
p.m today.4Tuesday.
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the funeral home.
Mr. Aclams. 60.
Murray. died Sundd:, ,.•
5:40. p.m. at Veterans
Hospital, Memphis.
Tenn.
He is survived by one
sister. Mrs. Molena
Armstrong. Rt. 7. Murray: half brother.
Robert
Bobo Adams,
Farmington, Mo.; one
niece. Mrs. Peggy
Geurin: three nephews,
Bobby. Jerry and
I)onald Armstrong,

Gardie Smith
Servi.
tor Gardie Elm Grove Cemetery,
Mr. Smith, ss. • %Vest
Smith are today- at 2
p rn in the chapel of View Nursing Home.
.I 11 Chun.hill Funeral died Sunday at 9:22 p.m
f tome. The Rev R J
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Burpfa. is 1Cllltiating
He is survivinged by
Pallbearers are Owen
Flair.. Glyn Halt...Dwain two brothers. Denny P.
Byll. .1 B Bell. Hughes Smith. Murray, and Toy
1;:1es a n .1 Paul Smith. Rt. 3. Murray:
Hit hanan
several nieces and
Burial will follow in nephews.

Purchase area hog market
n
1 1241230 lb..
•1 4 2.341 274 lb.
SON
I % I I 1711 350 1b41
41 1 3 300 4511 lb.
I .4 1 3 450 560 lb,
I /4 1 3 Oner 3011 lb,
141 2 i 11111
lb.
&tarn $43.1141-44 50

*42,1042.5'
641.111162.1111
$46.1111 52.1111
$4/1.1111 32.011
4441.141151.341
631.411154.10
few 54.50
6441.011 4/100

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

1975 Lincoln Town Car
Auto. transmission, A.C., AM/FM Radio,
Clock, P.W., P.D.I.., P.S., P.R., P. Stmts.
White in color.

ANSWER:Two spades. The raise of
opener's second suit shows four
trumps and the approximate
strength of an initial major suit
raise.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12383, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply

Durable 8 h.p. twin
cylinder Briggs &
Stratton rem engine
Electric start
5-speed
,2 year limited
warranty

By GARY LARSON

Save $100.00
Plus FREE
Grass Catcher

8999
Rdretmak fie4111
90 Days Same as Cash

All Seasons Lawn & Leisure
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

"Skunk sandwich Bill ... MITIMMT .... skunk

sandwich

Trade for that banana?"

ESPRIT
GENERRA
UNION BAY
NOW 20% Off

Men's

CODE BLEU
JEANS
Reg. 39.50
Men's

Ladies'

UNION BAY
JEANS NOW 1 999

GUESS JEANS
Reg 42.00

NOW 3299

Ladies'

LEVI 501's
NOW

EDWIN JEANS
NOW 3999
Reg. 49.UU

1999

Men's

Ladies'

GASOLINE
JEANS Now 2699
Reg. 38.00

GUESS JEANS
Reg 42.00

NOW 3299

Men's

1 Group

EDWIN JEANS

GUESS & GASOLINE
JACKETS

Reg. 49.00

Values to 85.00 NOW

4)411041SAL MOTO'S C061436/01004

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

1•

1.

Rear Engine Rider
with Grass Catcher

Vulnerable: Both
Dealer:South -The bidding:
East
North
South West
Pass
1 NT
Pass
1.
Pass
3+
Pass
3+
Pass
Pass
Pass
44
Opening lead: Heart king

Reg. 27.95
cdcral ntate Market %el., ..cr
306unt 5. 19/141
kentur1/4 l'urrhane Aree Hod
Markel Itepart Include% S Buying
tallow.
K-,eipIa 41-1 155
6611 Herroun
& 1.113. nlead4 nicou•
s t !In no Ite.
862.511-62.75
few 63.110
1• 1 t
3211 lb,
61111.51362.50

South

OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

George Quincy Adams
The funeral for,
leurgy Quincy Adams
:11 he Werittesd4y at- 1
in the chapel of
II m
Blalock -Coleman
• Funeral Home
1ffiClittilig will be the
Rev
Vir.gil Blankenship. the Rev. -.Jackson
Foster and the Rev.
'ha ries SiMMOI1,; Mrs.
m.yalit White will be
.,rganist and soloist.
Burial vill followin
Salem( ynwtery.
Friers is may call at

North
1+

FIC3IPEFI

If 5

THE FAR SIDE

However. needing 10 tricks instead
of 12, he had no reason to jeopardize
the game.
After ruffing the second heart,
South should cash two high trumps
and play on sure side-suit winners.
If trumps prove to be 3-3, or if the
East and West trump holdings are
interchanged, South loses an overtrick or two. However, when West
has the pesky trump holding, South
manages to save his game.

Copyrtiht. 1984. United Feature Syndicate

•A 4
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Mrs. Lorene Hatcher
Mrs Lorene Hatcher.
71 In 2. Murray. died
Ntonday at 9 40 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Itospital.
She wits a member of
;race Baptist Church.
Born Aug. I. 1912. in
aten. Miss.. she was
t he -daughter of the late
b. ar Alford and Leola
Gnat Alford
Sur.vivors include her
husbilnd. \N ri Hatcher.
•
Ayhom she, was. married (In Sept 211. 19S2:
on..
h te r . Mrs
Itemonil lean ./.7111s.
Ph:lipp:ne Wands: six
son.s
1.a It ce Wayne
Ruby. Ralph Lane Rol4P
anyl l_tav id. Lee Fielder.
N1,•mpins. Tenn . Larry
I.
Roby. Nashville,
T,•:in
Billy Dwayne

winning 12 tricks in the process.
Unfortunately for South, West
won the errant trump finesse and
led his heart queen, shortening
South's trumps. When the original 42 trump break was revealed, it was
too late to save the game. West had
the 13th trump and two high hearts,
and the defenders beat the game
two tricks.
South's play would have been understandable had he been in slam.

NOW 3999

1 499

Men's

1 Group

GIRBAUD JEANS
NOW 3599
Reg 44.50

GUESS, MICKEY & CO.
TOPS
20% Off
Ladies'

Group

I Group

JEANS

DENIM SKIRTS

JEANS

20%

1499

AS LOW AS

099

Ladies'

Large Group

SHLR.TS

Off

As Low As

UNION BAY JEANS

20170` Off

Sweatshirts & Mole

Reg 29.50

4
41

NOW

1999

